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former fitness guru said in a statement. “We shared
10 years together, and I will always care for him.
Now it’s time to move on, and I wish him well.”
RE: SECRET SOCIETIES. Jan van Helsing
Turner’s spokesman, Phillip Evans, declined
(EWERTVERLAG)
comment on what he called a private matter. Evans
GCH COMMENTS: To give you the state of said last month that Fonda and Turner “have the
affairs on Planet Earth TODAY I have really but to deepest affection and respect for each other and will
always remain very good friends.”
copy the following from yesterday’s paper:
Mayoue declined to discuss details of the divorce
[QUOTING the May 25, 2001 The Philippine
STAR re: May 22nd, 2001 action by a judge in settlement except to say that “all issues are resolved”.
Turner, the 62-year-old billionaire founder of the
Atlanta, Georgia (U.S.A.):]
Cable News Network, married Fonda in December 1991.
JUDGE GRANTS DIVORCE TO FONDA, TURNER It was the third marriage for both. The couple
announced in January 2000 that they were separating.
Fonda’s divorce filing said only that the marriage
ATLANTA, GEORGIA (AP)—A judge granted Jane
Fonda a divorce from CNN founder Ted Turner Tuesday, was “irretrievably broken”, standard language for a
divorce petition in Georgia. But Turner told The New
ending nearly a decade of marriage without fanfare.
Fulton County Superior Court Judge Gail Tusan Yorker in an interview published last month that
granted Fonda’s divorce petition, which she filed last Fonda’s DECISION TO BECOME A CHRISTIAN
PLAYED A ROLE IN THEIR BREAKUP.
month, said her attorney, John C. Mayoue.
“SHE JUST CAME HOME AND SAID, ‘I’VE
“I feel sadness,” the 63-year-old actress and
BECOME A CHRISTIAN,’” HE
SAID. “BEFORE THAT, SHE
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WAS NOT A RELIGIOUS PERSON. THAT’S A
PRETTY BIG CHANGE FOR YOUR WIFE OF MANY
YEARS TO TELL YOU. THAT’S A SHOCK.”
[END OF QUOTING]
Definitions: CHRIST: A state of being. A Godly
emotional state of mind-set. A belief in a Christly being
as a guideline for human behavior. Often associated
with certain individuals, i.e. Jesus. A label for an
accepted “Christ-like” attitude as acceptable and relative
to the Laws of God expressed most frequently in the Ten
Commandments of the Bible as presented in the Old
Testament and reaffirmed in the New Testament.
NOWHERE IN THE DEFINITION IS THERE
REFERENCE TO “RELIGION”.
NOW, WHAT DOES THIS TELL YOU ABOUT MR.
TURNER? If, readers, you are NOT Godly—then the only
alternative is that you ARE in opposition to God and adhere
to some alternative “belief” system or “religion”.
This very statement of Mr. Turner indicates
that there could be nothing worse than being intent
on goodliness, Godliness and Christ-ness. IT
PRONOUNCES LOUDLY AND CLEARLY: IF YOU

(Continued on page 2)
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CLAIM CHRISTIANITY, YOU CLAIM TO BE
AGAINST DECEPTION, LIES, DAMAGE TO
ANOTHER, THEFT, KILLING, AND YOU CAN
NAME THE REST OF THE BEHAVIOR
GUIDELINES SUCH AS ADULTERY, ETC.
This also indicates that Mr. Turner has no use for
such as “marriage” contracts which are based on goodly
respect and reverence for the very “state of marriage”.
Remember that Mr. Turner WROTE HIS OWN
PERSONAL TEN COMMANDMENTS!
Now, what “religion” would so abhor “Christ”
that it would break all other contracts to keep to
the “Satanic concepts”?
NO, Satanic stance does not always represent “bad” things
but is certainly the opposite end of the pole to Christ-ness.
As Mr. Turner reaches out to take over the
Television industry in Russia—what can you expect?
Now, take a good close look at where you are and to
what you have come. If becoming a person with an
intention to “goodness” under the term “Christianity”
is such an abomination that you cannot live nor abide
in its presence, as in a spouse, it becomes a pretty
interesting predicament, doesn’t it?
Ted Turner is one of the most influential men in
media today, so where do YOU think you are headed in
the race for capturing the souls of MAN?
WHAT ELSE HAS BEEN GOING ON
WHILE YOU WERE SLEEPING?
I would like you to recall that Jane Fonda is
Jewish in family lineage—so this should tell you even
more. So, what is Turner? One World Zionist!
That is the only other choice, for even religions of
today claim to “respect” other “religions”.
Do you also see that if you travel and want news—
you are locked in to ONE channel for information
(good, bad, or total lie), CNN—Mr. Turner’s empire
where war is not only justified but pushed at every
possible turn of the screw in your coffins.
Do I somehow hate or despise “Mr. Turner”? I
think it is possible to conceive that I hardly even KNOW
Mr. Turner—only his intentions. As a matter of fact, this
is finally a PUBLIC CLUE as to the game and players
confronting you-the-people at every turn. I always respect
any entity who declares himself so frankly.
So, how can you become so opposite of another
and still have “great affection”? You are lying to self and
other but with loss of respect—there goes TRUE
affection. There are also those billions of dollars to
consider! Frankly, it is possible that Ms. Fonda might
well do some worthy things with her funds.
However, don’t jump to any silly conclusions, my
friends; there was already great trouble in “paradise”.
Is this topic even important? Yes, frankly, it IS.
It is not the divorce that becomes important, however,
nor the persons (individuals) involved—it is the point
as presented. And, dear friends, it also shows once
again that Satan will dump anyone the minute they are
no longer USEFUL to his cause or interferes in any
way with the PLAN to take total control of the
WORLD—called at this time THE NEW WORLD
ORDER—GLOBAL GOVERNMENT, RELIGION
AND POWER, or shows any deviation away from the
focus of the IBC (International Banking Cartel).
Please don’t expect honesty in this matter on Larry King
Live. And, it certainly pays to watch the inside pages (at the
bottom in little print) articles that show up in your papers.
Also note the seeming disagreements between nations

usually voting together on issues—it is a smokescreen to
fool as many of you people as is possible.
And finally: What is the price of a soul? Well, for
Turner it is obviously billions ($$$), to the “extras”,
obviously a pittance. The “Slave Labor” crowd of
over a million Jews from the Holocaust is going to be
paid “by July”. Over a million people? My, now just
how many Jews does that make who had to have been
present in Germany during that war? This certainly
pushes it up to more than 7 million not to mention the
ones who “didn’t” do “slave” labor.
Sometimes you people need to do a bit of
arithmetic before you put your numbers on the line.
Even in this book we are using, some of the numbers
are so outrageous that accuracy is impossible at best
and more outrageous in the “least” case.
Under ground doesn’t mean anything anymore either
as to full security from detection—from the spies in the
skies you can easily determine underground and undersea
facilities along with identifying the components
used or which are present. Twenty thousand craft
or planes WOULD BE EASILY NOTED.
Mineral stashes (gold, silver, etc.) are EASILY
located and sorted as to category and the NEW
WORLD ORDER IBC intends to HAVE IT ALL.
If you as “man” expect to ever use the caches,
you had best start doing so NOW; the minute
control is gained over your nations and you, it will
be taken at ANY cost——TO YOU.
God offers a solution but the New World Order
will not wait for you to drag your feet as they push
right on through to insure gun-fodder and a lock-in of
any wealth remaining in any nation—and much the
less, in the small nations of the “Third World”
category. YOU are the “Last Frontier”, and easily
manipulated, even under the watchful eye of China.
Where will YOU be on “D-Day”?—GCH
***
SECRET SOCIETIES AND THEIR POWER
IN THE 20TH CENTURY
By Jan van Helsing
[The copy of this remarkable book that has been
generously provided to CONTACT—with permission to
share as we see fit—is from Spain and will be run
unedited (excluding typographical errors and obvious
misspellings) sequentially, in parts as a continuing series,
in its entirety. For more extensive background
information on this book, refer to the first Segment of the
series published in the 5/23/01 issue of CONTACT on page 1;
Segment 2 (5/30/01, page 1); Segment 3 (6/6/01, page 1);
Segment 4 (6/13/01, page1); Segment 5 (6/20/01, page 1);
Segment 6 (6/27/01, page 1); Segment 7 (7/4/01, page1)]
[QUOTING SECRET SOCIETIES:]
(PART 18)
CHAPTER 42
THE CFR GAINS STRENGTH
The CFR now really began to be influential in the U.S.
Old and tried institutions were replaced by new
international ones—like the UN—that grew out of
the CFR. Later the INSTITUTE OF THE PACIFIC
RIM (IPR) and the FOREIGN POLICY
ASSOCIATION (FPA) also emerged from it.

At the behest of the IPR George Marshall handed
CHINA over to the Communists. The control over the
Soviet Union by the Illuminati was considerably
strengthened by the war. The Soviets themselves were
strengthened by the “lend lease” project and the
agreements Stalin, Roosevelt and Churchill reached at
Yalta. The well-staged “Cold War” between the Soviet
empire and the West that followed made the Illuminati
stronger in the rest of the world. The Korean and the
Vietnam wars were set up so that the Russians and the
Americans never met directly. At the same time it
justified their “national security” set-up, viz. the CIA
(Central Intelligence Agency), the NSA (National Security
Agency) and the NSC (National Security Council).
The undercover operations by the CIA to topple
all the governments of countries that were not yet
controlled by the Illuminati and to replace them with
illumined, i.e., controlled people started in the early
Fifties. Some U.S. senators began to smell a rat and
wondered—as did Senator McCARTHY—why there
were so many communists holding high offices in the
U.S. government. McCarthy founded the “House
Hearings on Un-American Activities” and he managed
to uncover some communist activities before the
media discredited him. This is the most successful
and well-tried method to unseat troublemakers.
Later McCarthy investigated the CIA. If he
had reached a bit deeper he might have been able
to prevent the Kennedy assassination.
The Committee of 300 was alarmed when
McCarthy prepared to bring William Bundy before
the investigating committee. His subpoena might
have uncovered the good relations between the CIA
and the British secret service.
The RIIA then chose Allen Dulles to get McCarthy
out of the way. Dulles ordered Richard Helms and
Patrick Lyman to take care of McCarthy. Eisenhower
gave an order to General Mark Clark (CFR member) to
divert McCarthy’s attention from the CIA. He managed
to convince McCarthy that there was a special
supervisory committee checking into CIA activities.
McCarthy then stopped his investigations. He was
well known for his witch hunts, but he was—apart
from being attorney for many New York Mafia
families—also a close friend of the homosexual FBI
chief J. Edgar Hoover for whom he arranged
transvestite parties in a New York hotel.
Richard Helms and Allen Dulles later both
headed the CIA.
CHAPTER 43
THE KENNEDY ASSASSINATION
Ever since November 1963 the motives for the
assassination of JOHN F. KENNEDY have been the
subject of wild speculation. What is clear is that the
young President was about to steer his own course in
matters of strategic importance, a course strongly
opposed to the mighty political and financial interest of
the ESTABLISHMENT. He was not a good
“collaborator”, and one of the reasons for the murder
was the sacking of the overly powerful CIA chief
ALLEN DULLES—after the fiasco at the Bay of Pigs in
April 1961, shortly after he took on the job. Furthermore
he prepared to call back some U.S. advisors from
Vietnam. This order was issued in October 1963.
Another thorn in the flesh of the Illuminati was the plan
to curb CIA military activities in Southeast Asia. On
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July 18, 1963 he had told Congress that he wanted to
implement certain measures to remedy the balance of
payments deficit of the U.S. He wanted to support
exports of industrial goods and an interest balancing tax
on foreign accounts of American citizens. On capital
invested abroad up to 15% tax would have to be paid.
That the international bankers didn’t want to put up with
that is obvious. As you see, Kennedy would have been
the right man as the people’s representative!
But to find an even more important reason we have
to leave politics for a moment. It concerns the
ROSWELL INCIDENT. On July 22, 1947 a “nonterrestrial” flying machine had crashed at Roswell, New
Mexico. There were ninety-two witnesses, thirty-five of
which were Air Force personnel, and four humanoid
beings were found. The next space vehicle was found
on February 13, 1948 near Aztec, New Mexico,
followed on March 25 by a further crash in the same
area, at Heart Canyon. This disk had a diameter of thirtythree metres, was made from an unknown metal and
was occupied by sixteen beings, about 120 cm high and
all dead. Another crash happened near Roswell in 1949,
and here one being survived. An Air Force officer was
ordered to bring him to Los Alamos, at that time the
best-guarded institution of the U.S. Armed Forces. The
being was described as a reptiloid humanoid with certain
insectoid characteristics. He was simply called EBE
(Extraterrestrial Biological Entity). He came from a
double-star system, that their planet was now a desert
planet, that their sun was dying and that they had
underground facilities in several countries of the world.
EBE taught the young colonel who looked after him
about reincarnation, that the soul lives on and that this
was the law of the Universe. All this was recorded and
stored under the code-name YELLOW BOOK. Under
the project SIGMA they tried to contact EBE’s race, but
without success. At the end of 1951 EBE became very
ill. Since his biological body functions were chlorophyllbased, the botanist Dr. Guillermo Mendoza was called in
to treat EBE. EBE stayed in Los Alamos until June 18,
1952 when he died for “unknown reasons”. It is said
that the colonel looking after him cried when he died. He
apparently had loved him like a child. Under the project
ROBERTSON PANEL this event was later filmed as
“ET” to accustom the public slowly to reality.
On December 6, 1950 a thirty-metre saucer
crashed near Laredo, Texas. In the debris the
charred remains of a being of about 130-cm in height
with a very large head were found. When the
photographs were released, this event caused quite a
stir. On May 20, 1953 a further saucer of only ten
metres across was recovered in Kingman, Arizona.
Here there were four dead beings who were brought
like all the others to the Wright Patterson Air Force
Base, Hangar 18. As the Americans like to say:
Reality is sometimes stranger than fiction.
[H: Well, that might be the “saying”, but mostly
the “reality” IS only fiction.]
After the first crash already several secret
organizations were founded to deal with the presence of
UFOs. The most important one was the OPERATION
MAJESTIC 12 that was founded on September 24, 1947,
by President Harry Solomon Truman and under which all
the other projects ran (MAJESTY is the code name for
the President). Among its twelve members were Dr.
Vanevar Bush, the scientific advisor of the President,
Defence Secretary Forrestal and later also Nelson
Rockefeller, Allen Dulles, Head of the CIA, and J. Edgar
Hoover, Head of the FBI. The rest were all members of

the CFR. All twelve were also members of the JASON
SOCIETY or JASON SCHOLARS, the elite from
the SKULL & BONES order. The group’s
headquarters in Maryland is only accessible by air
and is called the “Country club” by insiders.
Among the Projects under MAJESTIC 12 were
the following:
· Project MAJI: “Majority Agency for Joint
Intelligence”. MAJIC means Magi-controlled. All
information and disinformation about UFOs and extraterrestrials are evaluated by Magi in connection with the
CIA, the NSA, the DIA and Naval Intelligence.
· Project SIGN: Investigation of the UFO
phenomenon, the name was later changed to Project
GRUDGE (perhaps because of the many human body
parts that were found in two of the vehicles).
· Project BLUE BOOK: The retrieval of the
crashed vehicles and—together with the ROBERTSON
PANEL—distribution of disinformation among the public.
· Project SIGMA: Communication with EBE’s race.
· Project SNOWBIRD: Technology of extraterrestrial flying objects and the attempt to fly one
of them.
· Project AQUARIUS: General project for the
co-ordination of the research and contact
programme with extra-terrestrials.
· Project GARNET: Investigation of the influence
of the extra-terrestrials upon the evolution of humanity.
· Project POUNCE: Responsible for the
evaluation of the crashed vehicles and the biological
analysis of the passengers.
· Project REDLIGHT: Organizes test flights
with retrieved vehicles or vehicles made available by
the extra-terrestrials. At this time this project is
conducted at AREA 51, GROOM LAKE, Nevada.
· Project LUNA: The code name for the
extra-terrestrial bases on the moon which was
observed and filmed by the Apollo astronauts.
There they have mining operations, and the great
cigar-shaped mother ships are stationed there.
· DELTA FORCES: units specially trained for
these projects.
William Cooper maintains that the CIA was
established expressly to screen the problem of the
extra-terrestrials. They both say that the establishment
of the international secret elite group The
Bilderbergers, about which we will talk at length later
in the book, was also for the screening of extraterrestrial contact. Here I will deal with the
Bilderbergers only in a purely political context.
[H: What do I think of that which is projected
by one, William Cooper? I don’t! Selling a
bunch of books often indicates a “tool” at work.
I believe you will find One legitimate sighting
from a sea-vessel. However, most of the
background information of Cooper is proven to be
false and at best he presents what OTHERS tell him.
This may well be entertaining but is not proof of
truth. Be very careful when you have the New
World Order Elite in command of information flow.
AND HERE, THE TRUTH “IS” STRANGER THAN
ANY FICTION—RIGHT DOWN TO “SPACE
ALIENS” WHERE THE DECEPTIONS ARE
GREATER THAN YOU MIGHT RECOGNIZE.
I will mention something right here and see
what you think. On August 17-18, 1987 an alien
craft was brought down at Yucca Flats, Nevada
with five “aliens” aboard. The ground crews were
unable to open the craft to gain access. When it
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was opened (from inside) there appeared to be
only “bodies” as to four of the beings but one
remaining “almost” alive (as described by military
personnel). The “bodies” were moved, as unusual
as it may seem to anyone who knows geography
in this matter, to Edwards Air Force Base where
one officer stated: “The old man (higher ranking
office) will shit his pants when he gets this
one...”. Afterwards the bodies were taken to
Nellis Air Force Base at Las Vegas. The bodies
are still there and periodically show signs of “life”
although there are no “vital signs”. Now, why
do you suppose there is not further mention of
THIS craft?—it made the local news. Surely,
as close to Area 51 as it was grounded, there
would have been some “inside” information.
Next consider that on that same day a craft
was “down” in Texas and was ASAP removed to
a non-active Air Force base. This downing was
brought out immediately and announced on
KTRH, one of the major station-channels in
Houston, Texas. Why does this not get
mentioned in such journals as Mr. Cooper’s?
This may well be WHY Mr. Cooper once left
a message on Dharma’s answering machine that
she was a “slimy little puke”??? And further, he
would bring all the F______ legal charges he could
find against her when he was actually “mad as
hell” at George Green who actually gave him
good accolades for his first writings. Now, of
course, he is a major presenter in the UFO
circles, so why not give all the information
available and why just the PARTY LINE?
BE VERY CAUTIOUS, READERS—STUDY IT
ALL AND THEN USE YOUR INTELLIGENCE.]
Here one could ask oneself what the extraterrestrials want of us?
Why do they not approach the leaders or
president of a country? They did! And not just
one group of them!
Already George Washington and Abraham Lincoln
maintained to have been contacted by extra-terrestrials.
President Roosevelt apparently had a meeting with
the occupants of a flying saucer arranged by Nikola
Tesla during a Pacific cruise on the “Pennsylvania”
in 1934. On the fourth of July 1945 President
Truman is said to have had a personal encounter.
Around the turn of the century some Rothschild
children claimed that their parents had met UFOnauts.
But this was claimed by a few people only.
Concrete proof exists though of a meeting by
President EISENHOWER.
Michael Hesemann writes (in UFOs-Die Kontakte):
“From the reports by the contactees we learn that
since their massed appearance over Washington in the
summer of 1952 the extra-terrestrials had made contact
with the U.S. government... Some contactees like George
van Tassel were also charged with sending special
communiqués to the president. At that time—after the
elections in autumn 1952—this was, from January 1953
onwards, General Dwight D. Eisenhower had already heard
of the Roswell, Aztec and Laredo UFO crashes during
his service. After his election on November 18, 1952
he received a report by the ‘Majestic 12’ committee
that had been charged with the investigation of the
retrieved UFO wrecks by his predecessor Truman.
The committee recommended to the President strict
secrecy for reasons of ‘national security’.
The place where Eisenhower was to make contact
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was the Edwards (MUROC) Air Force Base in
California. This had been the area for UFO
demonstrations for months and years before:
July 8, 1947: A LARGE OBJECT WITH A TAIL OF
BLUE FLAMES MORE THAN A KILOMETRE LONG
CROSSED MUROC AT 17,000 METRES.
JUNE 14, 1950: A NAVY TRANSPORT PILOT
AND SEVERAL CIVIL PILOTS OBSERVED A CIGARSHAPED MOTHERSHIP 40 KM EAST OF MUROC.
August 10, 1950: Lt. Robert C. Wykoff, physicist
with the Navy, observed with the telescope a large diskshaped object as it manoeuvred near Edwards.
September 30, 1952: Air photographer Dick Beemer
and two other witnesses observed two spherical, slightly
flattened objects manoeuvring over Edwards.”
On February 20, 1954 the time had come. This
event has been confirmed by films and several witnesses,
among them Geralt Light of the mighty media group
CBS, the Earl of Clancerty, member of the House of
Lords, the former secret service man, William Cooper,
Paul Solomon of the Air Force and many others who at
that time had been stationed at Edwards/MUROC.
Apparently on this day something happened that
had all officers including the commander run to the
observation tower. From there they saw a disk
with a diameter between sixty and one hundred
metres that hovered directly above the runway.
The object was observed for hours, literally until
the last man on the base knew about it. The disk
flew patterns that defied all laws of physics, up and
down, from one side to the other, right angles etc.
Later there were five objects, three disk-shaped and
two cigar-shaped. Eisenhower who at that time was
resting at Palm Springs was fetched. The air base
personnel and Eisenhower then watched as a small group
of the occupants stepped out and came towards them.
They looked like human beings, had about the same
height, were blond and spoke English. They offered help
in the spiritual development of humanity. Their main
condition was the destruction of all nuclear arms. They
were not prepared to share their technology with us since
spiritually we were not even ready to deal responsibly
with the technology we already had. They believed that
we would use any new technology only to destroy each
other. This race declared that we were on the way to
self-destruction and that we had to stop killing each
other, to pollute the Earth, to exploit the natural resources
and that we should live in harmony with Creation. Most
importantly we had to understand and to learn to see
ourselves as citizens of a planetary family and that we
were committed and should start behaving as members
of that family. We would have to quickly let go of the
idea that we could do as we pleased. Only then could
we start to behave like citizens of a planetary system and
start relations with them. They are part of the same
family and should be treated accordingly, and that is also
how we should see the people of our Earth. As soon as
we would have learned to interact peacefully with other
nations, we could start interplanetary relations.
[H: Now, might you guess THIS might just be the
reason I am handled in files beyond top secret?
Would you also wonder at a need to bury such as
CONTACT, the paper and “voice”? No, I, nor my
compatriots DO NOT write through, of, or for any
such paper as SPECTRUM, although some of their
crew as in “Martin” experienced the strange
happenings around “our place” of contact, as did
George Green who later took “myself” as “his” own
private information resource. NO, CHELAS

(STUDENTS), IT JUST DOESN’T WORK THAT
WAY AND IS WHY YOU ARE MISGUIDED
AND TOTALLY DISTRACTED WHEN THE
TRUTH IS UNDER YOUR NOSE. SO BE IT.]
This was met with skepticism, especially the demand
for nuclear disarmament. One didn’t believe that
disarmament was in the interest of the U.S. and feared
to stand defenseless before the extra-terrestrials. The
offer was refused! The aliens then declared that they
would continue to contact individuals until the humans
were used to their presence. Then the extraterrestrials showed to the President who stood
paralyzed and his entourage their authoritative
technical possibilities. They showed the president
their craft and proved that they could make
themselves invisible. [H: Well, this came along
with trying to take us into “custody”.] This made
Eisenhower feel most uncomfortable, because although
they knew that they were still there, they couldn’t be
seen. Then the aliens boarded their ships and took off.
This landing was also confirmed by the U.S.
astronaut GORDON COOPER who recalls that during
his service a film was shown that showed the landing of
a UFO on a California air-force base in the Fifties. [H:
There is a lot to this stream of events with Gordon
Cooper but it shall not be covered again here. I do
suggest, however, that anyone over the past 14 years
with my “self” in this routing as “here”, had best,
if you want truth—get caught up and stop the
ongoing nonsense offered by the distractors.]
The whole story in detail, with answers to every why
and how-come is found in Michael Hesemann’s UFOsDie Beweise (the proofs) and UFOs-Die Kontakete (the
contacts). He painstakingly collected the data from more
than fifty books, especially from the U.S., and he added
many pictures of very good quality. UFOs-Die Beweise
contains the secret CIA documents that were released
after thirty years due to the “Freedom of Information
Act”. [H: Ah, but what of the REAL ones that
have never been released and can’t even be
accessed by your own President of the U.S.?]
There were more contacts with governments, but one
should read it all in one go to get an overview of the
many facets of the subject of UFOs. There are also
videos available that among other things show the
landing in 1964 on the Holloman Air Force Base.
They are listed in the “Further Reading” section at the end.
[H: NO, THIS IS NOT SO as to “the whole
story”. HOWEVER, IT IS WHY SOMEONE LIKE
GEORGE GREEN WOULD NOW MAKE HIS
“UFO” ROUNDS CLAIMING TO BE “THE”
SPEAKER FOR THE ALIENS. B.S.! WHO HAS
THE “SOLUTIONS” TO YOUR FIRST PROBLEMS
IN RECOVERY OF YOUR PLANET? WONDER
WHY THAT IS SO TOP-SECRET? MY, MY,
WHEN WILL YOU WAKE UP AND REALIZE
TRUTH FROM LIES? OH, INDEED, THE TRUTH
IS PUT BEFORE YOU ALONG WITH THE
MESSENGERS—SO PROMPTLY YOU KILL THE
MESSENGERS AND BURY THE TRUTH. SO BE IT.
DOESN’T ANYONE NOTICE THAT WE WRITE
IN MANILA, PHILIPPINES THESE DAYS? WHAT
HAPPENED WHEN YOU FELL PREY TO THE
“TAKERS”? OH, WELL, AS THE SAYING GOES.]
Now back to KENNEDY. After he became
President and was told about the retrieved UFOs and the
secret projects that also contained the study of the
survivors, he wanted to make this information public.
Defence Secretary Forrestal who was a Majestic 12
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member had tried to do just that, too, and on May 22,
1949 he was thrown out of his hospital room window
with a bed sheet tied around his neck.
Kennedy fared no better. He was murdered at
Dallas on November 22, 1963.
The first shot actually did come from the roof of
the storehouse, but it was not lethal. The killing shot
came from the driver of the President’s limousine.
A CIA agent who shot Kennedy in the head with a
special weapon developed by the CIA. If you look at
the original film of the assassination in slow motion
and watch the driver, then you can clearly see that
he turns around with a gun in his hand, shoots,
and the back of Kennedy’s head bursts.
The films shown in most Western countries have the
driver cut out. On November 21, 1993 the German TV
channel ARD sought in its programme Spiegel-TV in a
ridiculous way to tell the viewers that there was no CIA
involvement in the assassination, at almost the same time
RTL showed a programme claiming the opposite.
Apart from the differing commentaries both
programmes showed the film only once full-frame,
afterwards the driver was again cut out. But in the fullframe version the shooting driver and the gun were
clearly visible to those who knew where to look.
John Lear, the son of the founder and today owner
of Lear Aircraft and once decorated as the best pilot of
the U.S. Air force (seventeen world records) found three
original films, e.g. in Japan, that he had computer
analyzed and checked for authenticity. Both he and
William Cooper, former member of Naval Intelligence
and author of the book Behold a Pale Horse, today give
lectures in the U.S., and they supply the original films,
too (address in the list of literature). Because of this
film William Cooper lost one leg when the CIA tried to
assassinate him. Japanese television later showed the
original footage several times during the main news. The
computer analysis also allowed to recognize the weapon
as a special calibre developed by the CIA. The bullet,
too, was a CIA special that only exploded after entering
the body and thus annihilated Kennedy’s brain.
The assassination was prepared by the CIA members
Orlando Bosch, E. Howard Hunt, Frank Sturgis and
Jack Rubenstein (aka Jack Ruby) for whose
collaboration the CIA paid his huge gambling debts.
Lee Harvey Oswald had also been a CIA member,
but at the time of the assassination he had been working
for Jack Ruby. His death had been planned.
Jack Ruby shot Oswald before he could prove
his innocence. Thus they had a culprit who could
no longer prove the truth.
The CIA hated Kennedy. In its eyes he was
responsible that neither the Vietnam, the Cuban nor the
UFO projects went the way the CIA wanted. When the
news about Kennedy’s death broke, writes a CIA
operative who had also been involved in the “Bay of
Pigs” operation, all the people in his department rose and
applauded. Many of these facts had been uncovered
during the special hearings by the committee for
assassination, but according to U.S. security law they
remain secret until 2029. After the hearings the CIA was
prohibited from undertaking any undercover operations
within the U.S. [It is] hard to believe that they ever
followed that order.
All the witnesses of the conspiracy were either killed
or died of fast-growing cancer that they had injected—
the deadly marksman in the car three weeks after the
deed, for example.
The official story of the Kennedy assassination
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according to the report by the Warren Commission was
that LEE HARVEY OSWALD had been the only person
responsible, and it was printed nine hours later in all
newspapers of the U.S.. The true story of the CIACommittee of 300 conspiracy was never told. For good
reason. You see how good it is for the Illuminati to
control the news agencies! And once again a whole
nation is misinformed for decades until a brave
researcher takes the trouble to dig deep.
His brother, ROBERT F. KENNEDY who stood also
in the way of the Illuminati had to die on June 5, 1968,
as he was about to win the presidential elections. In this
case the single attacker was SIRHAN SIRHAN. He was
under the influence of a drug that was developed by the
CIA especially for cases like this. To be sure that Sirhan
Sirhan was not going to miss, one of the bodyguards of
Howard Hughes fired an “extra bullet” that later was
found in Kennedy’s head. As the examining magistrate
found, the ballistic tests showed that the mouth of the
weapon had to have been about five to eight
centimeters from Kennedy’s head, Sirhan’s weapon
though was never nearer than thirty centimetres.
This story, too, was kept from the public. The
independent publications with the CFR and the SKULL
& BONES order contained this information. As
section 12 of the Protocols says, persons who oppose
the “plan” should be brought nearer to death.
[END OF QUOTING CHAPTER 43, PART 18]
***
I suggest ending this section at this point because
I want the readers to give a LOT of attention to my
comments as well as in the book itself.
I believe you who discount me—and as well,
my team—are going to find embarrassing
moments ahead.
When it is allowed that the GAIA instruments are
fake, the plan a “sham”, and that it “couldn’t be”, you
err. By the time “I” was called into the game plan of
Bush, et al., Russell Hermann had already been given
lethal doses of radiation and he was dying.
The whole of the program and documents which had
been legally brought into CONTRACT form and
registered was turned over to ME. The validation of the
certificate itself had already been accomplished by George
Bush and his close friends. The assets were used
unlawfully, however, by these parties—globally.
Is it some “wonderment”, in view of the way things
are so expeditiously handled in the New World Order
game, that “stonewalling” verification of these documents
and assets would be forthcoming from the U.S.?
The “Plan” went all the way to the blueprint set
forth by F. Marcos and these “friends of his” right
in the Philippines. I won’t go into that plan here
but KNOW it was both well laid and then Marcos
was “dispensed with”.
Well, those Elite gamesplayers have to deal with me,
Hatonn, should they want to get too nasty with my own
easy-to-live-with program while keeping God’s assets a
bit sheltered and some for the use of the people.
I, nor mine, are here to wipe out your perceived
“enemies” that you fail to even recognize. Attitudes must
change and YOU must come to realize your position.
I ask that you take time to think on these things.
Who did you expect to bring Truth and the way?
Perhaps you had best check the level of your own
ignorance and see how you are manipulated and mindwarped in everything you experience.
Oh, by the way—about those 110,000 Journals that
Green was to return to the Institute? Well, he claimed

they were destroyed in a FLOOD—in Carson City,
Nevada (???). HIGH COUNTRY! He also claimed they
had been taken to the dump and destroyed. Of course,
he had been ordered by the court to not only put them
in a warehouse, NOT SELL ANY, and INSURE them.
He provided none of the above, including a receipt
from the dumping site. He did, however, it was noted
by several people who tested the sales for themselves,
sell LOTS and LOTS and BUNCHES of those books,
including books BANNED BY THE COURT. OUCH!
He also stole hundreds of thousands of dollars in
GOLD. This hardly is a recommendation for
becoming or being appointed as God’s or the
Hosts’—or the aliens’—THE Earth Speaker.
A fine advertising proverb made its way around
the “butter” circuit in selling margarine and it is very
handy for my purposes here: “It’s not nice to try to
fool Mother Nature.” Neither is it nice to try to steal
from God, Hosts or, indeed, Mother Nature.
So be it and good afternoon,
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, Commander GFFC, Pl. Sec.
MAKE A NICE DAY!
5/25/01—#2 (14-282)
RE: SECRET SOCIETIES.
(EWERTVERLAG)

Jan van Helsing

[QUOTING SECRET SOCIETIES:]
(PART 19)
CHAPTER 44
THE KNIGHTS OF JERUSALEM
The English royal family has very close links with the
VENERABLE ORDER OF THE KNIGHTS OF
JERUSALEM, a very old order whose leader is chosen
by “The Crown” according to his abilities to head the
Committee of 300. The innermost circle is the ORDER
OF THE GARTER.
The fact that LORD
CARRINGTON, a Knight of the Garter, was once head
of NATO and now is chairman of the
BILDERBERGERS shows just how strong this order still
is today. It was Lord Carrington, also of the Committee
of 300, who together with LAWRENCE
EAGLEBURGER acted as intermediary representing
KISSINGER ASSOCIATES to make sure that in 1993
Belgrade got a free hand for ethnic cleansing and mass
genocide. LOUIS M. BLOOMFIELD, head of
PERMINDEX, is also a Knight of Jerusalem.
CHAPTER 45
WHAT ABOUT THE VATICAN?
By the end of World War Two, most monarchs
were unseated. A part of the Illuminati’s plan was
fulfilled. But what about Roman Catholicism?
At first glance one would think that seventeen
centuries of stability would not easily be shaken,
but a closer look shows different.
The Vatican’s secret service has always been the
SOCIETY OF JESUS, whose members are called
JESUITS. I would like to open the eyes a bit of those
who believe the Jesuits were just another harmless
religious organization. The initiation oath for the 2nd
degree demands the death of all Protestants and
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Freemasons. They were the leading force behind the
massacre of the Huguenots and were also responsible
for the beheading of countless Protestants and
Freemasons in England during the 16th and 17th
centuries. The Society of Jesus was founded in 1534
by IGNATIUS LOYOLA who was of JEWISH decent
as were the first three generals of the order.
The power of the general of the Jesuits is so
that he is called THE BLACK POPE.
During the Second World War the Catholic Church
was heavily infiltrated by other secret lodges. Among
others those were the OSS (precursor of the CIA), the
MI6, the Italian BLACK NOBILITY, Freemasons and the
P2 Lodge (Propaganda Due) who all were protected by
the Committee of 300. The P2 is the strongest of the
Italian Masonic lodges. Within the P2 is the
GREAT VATICAN LODGE, which was at the root
of the P2 scandal in 1976, when a list surfaced in
the Vatican with the names and entry dates of 121
high Church dignitaries, among them cardinals of
the Curia, archbishops, bishops, prelates and laymen.
Instead of calling these persons to account, a veritable
witch-hunt was instigated against those who publicized
the list! No commentary necessary, right?
Among the names on the list were also those of
the secretary of state cardinal Jean Villot, the Vatican’s
Foreign Minister Agostino Casaroli, cardinal
Sebastiano Baggio, cardinal Ugo Poletti and the head
of the Vatican Bank, Bishop Marcinkus.
As stated previously, the Illuminati always
supported both sides of nations engaged in war. By
the end of World War Two this became more evident.
Allen Dulles, head of the CIA, for instance had a
secret meeting with the SS leader Gehlen.
They made arrangements to smuggle SS officers
under the cover of the Catholic Church into
Switzerland. Some SS officers took their vows and
were posted in other countries, predominantly
Argentina, Paraguay and the U.S. After the war it
was Gehlen’s task to organize the station RADIO
FREE EUROPE. After the war a large section of the
SS was directly taken over by the CIA.
Another interesting member of the Committee of 300
was Joseph Retinger. After the war the CIA supported
him in making contracts with the Vatican. For instance
he won over Dr. Luigi Gedda, the medical advisor of
Pope Pius VII and leader of Catholic activities. With
Gedda’s help he succeeded in strengthening for the
future the connection with Pope Paul VI who had already
collaborated with the OSS (Office of Strategic Services).
Retinger also met with Prince Bernhard of the
Netherlands, the Italian prime minister, Sir Colin Grubbin,
director of the SOE (Special Operations Executive, British
Secret Service), and CIA director General Walter Bedell.
Before the war PRINCE BERNHARD was with the
SS and then held a position at I.G. Farben. He married
Juliana, who in 1948 became queen of the Netherlands,
and he took up a post with Shell Oil. This group was
the core that met at the hotel De Bilderberg in
Oosterbeek, Holland for the first time in May 1954 and
later became known as THE BILDERBERGERS.
Committee of 300 member Prince Bernhard of the
Netherlands became the first director of the
Bilderbergers. (Explanation later)
One of the CIA members with a strong influence in
the Vatican was Cardinal Spellman. He helped the CIA
with the overthrow of democracy in Guatemala in 1954.
It was also Spellman who introduced Father Paul
Marcinkus from Chicago to the Pope. In 1971
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Marcinkus became archbishop and head of the
VATICAN BANK. Marcinkus developed close links with
Masonic P2 lodge members Michele Sindona and
Roberto Calvi. The grand master of the P2 was Licio
Gelli. Calvi who headed the BANCO AMBROSIANO
helped the Vatican to transfer more than 100 million US$
to the Polish Solidarnose movement. Later he was
involved in the huge Banco Ambrosiano scandal. In
1982 his body was found hanging from the London
Blackfriars bridge. He had bricks in his left and right
pockets and his legs were tied at a right angle. This a
Masonic ritual murder. This peculiarity was never
written about in the newspapers. Sindona became
advisor to the Vatican Bank. The P2 lodge had many
links with the Vatican, Opus Dei and the CIA. Many of
its members held high offices in the Italian government.
In January 1966 LOOK magazine published the
article “How Jews Change the Thinking of the
Catholic Church”. In this was a detailed description
of the secret meetings between the Jewish B’NAI
B’RITH lodge and Cardinal Bea who represented the
Catholic Church. The Vatican probably is the richest
organization in the world. A large portion of its fortune
is held by the Rothschild banks. There is no doubt that
the Vatican over the years has been taken over by the
Committee of 300. This also explains why Bush,
Gorbachev and other leaders so often visit the Pope.
This of course is only the tip of the Vatican
“iceberg”. The murder of Pope JOHN PAUL I is
another instance. By mistake his obituary had been
published in the Mexican daily El Informador by the
West Mexican Masonic grand lodge a day TOO
EARLY! (Placed on June 3, 1963. They Pope died
on June 3, 1963, AT 19:49 HOURS).
An interesting book on this subject: David A.
Yallop: In the Name of God.
The present pope, JOHN PAUL II also has an
interesting and noteworthy past. In his book Behold a
Pale Horse William Cooper, who has worked for twelve
years for Naval Intelligence, writes that during the war
Karol Wojtyla apparently worked with I.G. Farben and
sold gas to the Nazis. At the end of the war, for fear
of being killed for collaboration, he fled to Poland,
looking for the protection of the Catholic Church. There
he made a development similar to that of Eisenhower,
just a bit slower, and subsequently was elected Pope.
He immediately thanked his friends on November
27, 1983 by lifting the excommunication order that had
been pronounced over Freemasons worldwide in the
Codex Iuris Canonici. That today’s Pope knows the
Masonic secret language is “obviously” proven by the
Masonic handshake and also in a speech he gave
during a general audience on September 15, 1982.
On the occasion of the death of the Lebanese
president Gemayel he spoke of Jerusalem, the City
of god, and said: “Jerusalem can also become the
City of Man”. The “City of Man” is a keyword of
the Illuminati for world dictatorship.
On April 18, 1983 the Pope received the complete
Trilateral Commission in an open audience.
This secret organization was founded in June 1973
by David Rockefeller and Zbigniew Brzezinski and was
set to work because apparently the established
organizations like the UN were working much too slowly
to bring about the One World Government. This elitist
organization aims at uniting the top people of the industry
and commerce giants of the Trilateral Nations—the U.S.,
Japan and Western Europe—in one pool and to force the
New World Order to come about. To the elite coming

from different branches of Freemasonry it offers
worldwide meeting facilities for secret collaboration, and
it wants to give a broader political basis to the influence
of the Bilderbergers. Most European members had long
term contracts with the Rockefellers. It has about 200—
in contrast with the Bilderbergers permanent—members.
And you might imagine that POPE JOHN PAUL II
did not meet with them to drink coffee!
CHAPTER 46
THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND (IMF)
New financial institutions like the IMF, the
WORLD BANK and the BANK OF INTERNATIONAL
SETTLEMENT were set up to spread the
predominance of industry and commerce over the
whole planet. The immense yearly membership fees
payable by the nations amount to billions. If a nation
cannot pay up, the workers and the poor among its
people will feel the crunch. At the moment and on
behalf of the international bankers the IMF searches
for ways to control the entire world economy.
HAROLD LEVER of the Committee of 300 proposed
what came to be called the DITCHLEY PLAN.
According to this plan the financial and monetary politics
of the U.S. would be usurped and put under the control
of the IMF. This plan would allow the IMF to unite the
central banks of different nations in the WORLD BANK.
In 1982 the leading banks of Wall Street and the
U.S. government together agreed to set oppressive
repayment conditions for each indebted nation which
then was arranged by KISSINGER ASSOCIATES
INC. (on the board of which are the oil magnate and
chairman of the Aspen Institute Robert O. Anderson,
Thatcher’s former Foreign Secretary Lord Carrington
and the director of the Bank of England and the S.G.
Warburg Bank, Lord Roll of Ipsden).
The IMF, the Federal Reserve Bank and the Bank of
England are planned as a kind of “world police” to
recover debts. The idea to put the IMF and its
oppressive conditions at the centre of all negotiations of
debts stemmed from America. The conditions of the
IMF are laid before the different nations as a kind of lure.
Once knowledge about a country and its difficulties has
been gathered, that country is then told what definitely
has to be changed. Then the debtor country is told if
it ever wants to get any credit with a foreign bank, it will
have to limit its imports to the absolute necessities, lower
state expenditure and above all stop subsidizing staple
food and other support programmes for the socially
weak. The most important demand was to devaluate the
currency. Apparently this would make exports cheaper
and hence more attractive on the world market. In fact
though imports got more expensive and thus debts
were increased. This was the first step. The second
step was the country’s agreement to an extensive
redistribution of debt. Thus the creditor banks could
largely secure far-reaching future rights over the
debtor country. At the same time outstanding interest
payments and repayments were added. The IMF
became the international economic police on behalf of
the large private banks. One country after another
had to negotiate repayment conditions with the IMF
and the banks of the Ditchley group.
ACCORDING TO FIGURES SUPPLIED BY THE
WORLD BANK, BETWEEN 1980 AND 1986 326
BILLION US$ FROM 109 DEBTOR NATIONS WERE
PAID AS INTEREST TO THE PRIVATE CREDITOR
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BANKS. DURING THE SAME TIME SPAN 332
BILLION US$ HAD BEEN REPAID. SO DEBT
PAYMENTS OF 658 BILLION US$ HAD BEEN
MADE, WHERE THE ORIGINAL DEBT HAD BEEN
ONLY 430 BILLION US$. DESPITE THAT THESE
109 NATIONS STILL OWED 882 BILLION US$.
[H: And that was two decades ago!]
The interaction of excessive interest charges
and fluctuating exchange rates has developed for
the private bankers a wonderful and inescapable
maelstrom of indebtedness.
[H: Surely, you don’t think that possibly the
heads of states of the various nations or the
central banks might be somehow “paid off”? It is
a nasty world you have allowed, Pilgrims. Those
“black hats” also stole your gold and ran, leaving
you with nothing but foreclosure and worthless
paper which you also pay for the privilege of
using to further enslave yourselves.]
[END OF QUOTING CHAPTER 46, PART 19]
***
This might well be a short segment, for hands and
back are too tired to take on the next chapter which is
about 10 pages in length. It is fine, Dharma. Man has
had a long time to come to some thoughtful decisions
and still he is fooled and manipulated—as much as
anything, by those he believes to be working in his behalf
and among his own “team”.
Disappointments always enter any life-stream but the
realization and homecoming of those who turned away
can be the most joyous adventure and experience of all
events.
The WORD is OUT, my friends, and once out and
scattered in the floodlights of the Sun, it cannot be
“undone”. Only GOD CREATOR can “uncreate”, even
if the facts and truth are BURIED. TRUTH WILL
ULTIMATELY “OUT”.
GOD ASKED: “WHO WILL STAND WITH ME?”
Many said “Yea, me Lord”! Where have they all gone
today? Well, many simply lost their way—and when it
is all put together again perhaps change and growth can
be forthcoming. Thank you to you who have stayed the
course.
And may God bless YOU and may God bless the
Philippines wherein His presence shall be surely
recognized before this journey ends.
Salu, GCH
dharma
5/26/01—#2 (14-283)
RE: SECRET SOCIETIES, Jan van Helsing
COMMENTS: Since we have had to spend so
much time this morning on other things relative to Global
(GAIA) in order to have working papers ready for
appointments, we will dispense with many comments
regarding events of today’s news or catch-up. Too
many cooks spoil the stew but too many eating from the
stew without replenishing the stew supply is equally
difficult to manage. Moreover, interference comes in
many forms and with many various faces.
Status of the NEW WORLD ORDER position and
reminding or recognizing the players on the gameboard is of utmost importance—so nothing is more
urgent than this information being offered regarding
the global controllers and manipulators.
If it appears some people change political parties
under the guise of lack of ability to abide the Bush
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“agenda”—believe it. The ultimate agenda is WORLD
WAR THREE whether or not Mr. Bush realizes it.
Certainly, the blueprint of the plan is fully open and
already implemented. Those things are your business
and the manipulator’s business. Ours is to do our own
job—and thus we stay with our own direction.
***
[QUOTING SECRET SOCIETIES:]
(PART 20)
CHAPTER 47
INFORMATION CONTROL
The Bavarian Illuminati started already at the time of
the French Revolution to disseminate their propaganda in
reading societies in order to shape public opinion to
their objectives. Later, during the 19th century, when
Rothschild had already taken over the Bank of
England, they started using the Jewish REUTERS
news agency to that aim. News agencies like the
WOLFF in Berlin and the French HAVAS had the
same goal: to build an international news monopoly.
The CFR (Council on Foreign Relations) and the
RIIA (Royal Institute for International Affairs) both were
founded by the Round Table to widen its sphere of
influence. The RIIA had been a brainchild of Cecil
Rhodes (British-South African statesman and diamond
millionaire) who wanted to extend British sovereignty
all over the globe, but especially to the U.S.
A possibility to control the masses is the “social
conditioning” of the RIIA mentioned previously. They
trained the military technician JOHN RAWLINGS REES
who later opened the TAVISTOCK INSTITUTE FOR
HUMAN STUDIES in Sussex, England. The Tavistock
Institute is the centre of England’s psychological warfare.
Tavistock methods have been used, as mentioned,
in England and in America. Besides the press,
radio and movies have been used for mass
manipulations that—as they have been utilized for
decades already—can now be called brainwashing.
The CFR shares responsibility for the founding of
the UN which serves the former as a tool for reaching
the New World Order, the One World Government.
According to documentation held by SPOTLIGHT and
other sources I have mentioned in the course of this
book, today the CFR—together with the Trilateral
Commission—controls the U.S. government 100%. The
leading positions at all news agencies and most news
media are occupied by CFR members. These are
Reuters, Associated Press, United Press, Wall Street
Journal, Boston Globe, New York Times, Los Angeles
Times, Washington Post, ABC, NBC, CBS and RCA.
Most newspapers everywhere use these as their sources.
The German equivalent of the CFR are the Bilderbergers
and the DGAP (Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Auswartige
Politic)—(German Society for Foreign Policy). Through
them the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, the BildZeitung and Die Zeit are also part of the system,
certainly others, too. The CFR who is linked with the
RIIA and the Committee of 300 has its members also
in leading positions of the largest energy combines, in
the military and the government of the U.S.
Thanks to the influence of the Round Table, the
Committee of 300, the Bilderbergers, the RIIA and
the Club of Rome, the same thing holds true for
Europe. The Illuminati order Skull & Bones forms
the inner circle of the CFR and thus brings more

media on line: Time-Life, National Review,
Minneapolis Star, Atlantic Monthly, Fortune, etc.
In 1880 the Skull & Bones had already gained
considerable influence on the educational and schooling
system. Timothy Dwight was the first president of Yale
University; both the Cornell and Johns Hopkins
universities were also headed by Skull & Bones
members. So was McGeorge Bundy who as security
advisor of Kennedy and Johnson helped to run the
Vietnam war and was dean of Harvard University.
Every historical information that goes against the
guidelines of the American History Society and thus
against the Skull & Bones is not admitted for
teaching. The same of course also happens in
Germany and in every other country of the world.
In Russia and the GDR the teaching followed
communist, i.e. illumined, lines in Arab and Jewish
countries according to their respective interests.
The main thing was not to educate people to themselves,
to independent thinking, judging and acting.
In 1946 the ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION
had spent 139,000 US$ to present an official
version of the Second World War that covered up
the building of the Nazi regime by the KhazarJewish U.S. bankers. One of the main sponsors of
the funds was Rockefeller’s own Standard Oil Corp.
The Ford Foundation originally was set up with
funds from the Ford Motor Company but eventually
it, too, was infiltrated by Skull & Bones members who
used the Foundation’s funds for the stupefaction of
both the school system and the public. The present
school systems of the Western nations are
controlled by the Illuminati and their branches.
Most organisations publishing schoolbooks are
indirectly financed by the Illuminati.
McGeorge Bundy, national security advisor during the
Vietnam war, became president of the Ford Foundation
in 1966 and chose Skull & Bones member Harold Howe
II for vice-president. The latter was responsible for the
research and education sections. The abnormal
expenditures forced the Ford family to resign.
The psychological warfare techniques that were
instigated in WELLINGTON HOUSE and perfected at the
TAVISTOCK INSTITUTE FOR HUMAN STUDIES are
described by Edward Bernay as follows:
“The population growth was paralleled by the
Illuminati’s efforts in the area of control of mass
consciousness. Thanks to the news agencies, the press,
news papers, telephone, radio and aircraft that are all
controlled by the Illuminati, ideas and opinions can
quickly be spread over the whole country. The
conscious and intelligent manipulation of the behaviour
and opinion of the masses is one of the most important
elements of the democratic society. Those who use these
mechanisms are the powers actually ruling the world.
There can be no doubt about the importance of
the role the media plays today.
Television for instance shows clearly how negative
messages like the news horror and violent movies
influence the behaviour of the viewers. Predominantly
though television is used to influence opinions about how
to think, to act and to look. Also is what to have to be
“in”, and which political orientation to follow, Hussein is
bad, Bush, Clinton and Kohl are good. Astrology, the
laying on of hands, UFOs and bending spoons are
rubbish it seems, but sex movies, football on Saturday
night and boozing over the weekend are OK. Most dare
not say that quite the opposite is true because others
who are brainwashed might laugh at them. (Please
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excuse my harsh words, but the word brainwashed
cannot be softened here because after decades of
manipulation of the masses—my research has
uncovered frightening instances—it cannot be called
otherwise.) The trouble is that today one is ridiculed
or looked at askance if one has a personal opinion
that is perhaps contrary to the mass consciousness
when actually one should be commended for it.
The seeds bear fruit!
The best example though is the music and
recording industry. For decades the listeners have
been influenced by “backward masking”, high
frequency recording and magic rituals.
In high frequency recording the message is added at
frequencies that the ear can no longer hear but that are
still subliminally understood by the subconscious.
In backward masking the messages are
recorded backwards and can again be integrated by
the subconscious. If the tapes are played
backwards, the messages become audible.
Some examples:
· KISS (Kings in Satan’s Service)
Song: God of Thunder
Message: The devil himself is your god!
· Madonna
Song: Like a Virgin
Message: I walk in sin!
· Queen
Song: Crazy Little Thing Called Love.
Message: To hell with the bible! All I want is magic!
· Police
Song: Every Little Thing She Does Is Magic!
Message: The evil have power!
· Rolling Stones
Song: Tops
Message: I love you, says the devil.
· Prince
Song: Purple Rain
Message: Heaven is about to split open!
· Cindy Lauper
Song: She Bop
Message: You are helpless against evil, against the
backward playing. Ha Ha Ha.
· The Beatles
Song: Revolution No. 9
Message: Start smoking marihuana, and: Turn me
on dead man. (dead man = Jesus)
Although not strictly belonging to the subject matter,
it is interesting to note what in 1962 John Lennon said
to Tony Sheridan at the Hamburg Star Club:
“I know that the Beatles will have success as no
other band. I know it because for that success I have
sold my soul to Satan!
Few knew about that, true?
Another interesting example from the recording
industry:
JOHN TODD who claims to be a former initiate
of the highest occult power circles of the Illuminati
(Council of 13) calls this a satanic organization that
wants to institute a world government by any means.
Youth above all are the aim of the Illuminati,
because—as already Hitler knew:
“Who owns the youth owns the future.”
John Todd was the head of the largest
amalgamation of recording companies in the whole of
the U.S., ZODIACO Productions. He says that the
original matrices of every recording—classical,
country, rock, standards, meditation music, disco,
folklore... anything (not just rock and heavy metal)—
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were subjected to a black magic ritual conducted by
thirteen people and beset by demons.
These people don’t do this for financial gain
but to control the spirit of the people.
Many will call this superstition or devil’s work,
but here I speak of the largest recording company
of the U.S., with the richest people on this planet
backing it. Whatever these people do, call it what
you will, it brought them riches and power and has
plunged the people and nations of this planet into
the state they find themselves today and thus has a
strong influence upon every listener—you included.
From the ZODIACO later emerged a second
company in California called MARANATA. This
project was aimed at catching also the young
Christians and people of other faiths. So band-names
with positive allusions were chosen, and positive
lyrics, but the matrices were nevertheless charged
with satanic and destructive messages. Their first
project was JESUS CHRIST SUPER STAR.
As you can see names don’t mean a thing, and
the subject of music cannot be treated superficially.
It does not matter whether the messages are
satanic or urging to buy, the fact is that these
people, and there are lots of them, act against the
free will of others. But there are ways and means
to protect oneself and to learn how to handle this
problem. For people still have the freedom to
choose the music to which they are listening.
The mass media are the premier tool for
keeping the public ignorant. That is the reason
why practically nobody knows the true stories behind
politics, economy and religion. The same goes for
the history of man, his true origins, the structure of
the Earth (especially the inside), the actual state of
Moon and Mars, the real space programme, free
energy, natural healing, spiritual healing, the true life
of Jesus, the body of light of man (his soul and aura),
his geometric magnetic field (the Merkabah) and extraterrestrials with their technology. Not even one per
thousand of all Germans ever hear about the
construction of flying machines in their own country!
Think about this, seriously!
Here I would like to quote a passage from
Hesemann’s UFO—The Contacts, where he
explains why the subject of UFOs is still treated by
the media as nonsense:
“The number of sightings was steadily rising,
and it looked as if the invasion was never going to
end. In June 1952 alone 250 sightings had been
reported to the Air Force. The UFO investigation
project of the Air Force, BLUE BOOK, has now
2,000 cases documented of which 25% are classed
UNKNOWN. Thus the phenomenon has reached a
dimension that became interesting for other
agencies, too. By September the almighty and
infamous CIA joined the official investigation, to
“check” whether the problem of flying saucers was
endangering national security and whether upon this
question appropriate research and investigations
were necessary. A number of documents from that
time have been released in 1977 by President
Jimmy Carter (see: UFOs—The Proofs ) . O n
September 11, 1952 Marshall Chadwell, vice
director of the scientific department of the CIA told
the director that a worldwide reporting system had
been set up and that all leading Air Force bases had
been ordered to intercept unknown flying objects.
Flying saucers bear two kinds of danger. The first is the

psychological effect upon the masses and the second the
vulnerability of the U.S. air space. For practical reasons,
‘we recommend to define a policy about what the
populace may be told about these phenomena.’
“In the words of Major Kehoe this meant ‘a
cunning and ruthless censorship to stamp out public
belief in UFOs’. To this end the CIA arranged a
meeting of Air Force personnel and scientists at the
Pentagon to secretly analyze the material proving the
UFOs. This meeting took place on January 14 to 18,
1953 headed by Dr. H.P. Robertson from the
University of California, after whom it has been named
the ROBERTSON PANEL. The time was well
chosen. In the previous November a new, Republican
President had been elected, General Dwight D.
Eisenhower. At the end of January Eisenhower was
going to be sworn in. Until then they had to
recommend to the President a new successful policy.
On November 18, 1952 already CIA director Admiral
Roscoe Hillenkoetter had declared in an instruction paper
for the President-elect about the subject of UFOs:
“’Implications for national security are mainly given
by the fact that motive and final intentions of the visitors
are still completely unknown. This is compounded by the
marked rise of reconnaissance flights by these ships in
the time between May and autumn of this year which
have led to the concern that something new might be
afoot. For these reasons, but also for obviously
international and technological reasons and the utmost
necessity to prevent panic at all cost the Majestic-12
commission univocally maintains that severe security
measures will also have to be implemented without
interruption by the new administration.
“’...On the last day the panel adopted a ‘public
education programme’ supported by all government
agencies concerned with two main objectives: Educate
and trivialize. The aim of trivialization was to reduce
public interest in ‘flying saucers’ and could be
accomplished via the mass media like television, movies
and articles. The basis would be actual cases that would
first cause confusion, but would then be explained.
And as with magic tricks, there is scant interest once
the trick has been revealed. The national security
council was to start immediately the necessary action
to strip the unidentified flying objects of the special
status, the aura of the mysterious, they enjoy.’
“’We have been ordered to collaborate in a
country-wide disclaiming campaign,’ Air Force
speaker Albert M. Chop said, ‘to publish articles in
newspapers and to give interviews to ridicule UFO
reports.’ Captain Ruppelt adds: ‘And that was not
the worst. We were ordered to keep sightings secret,
if at all possible, or, if a story had got out
prematurely, to explain it away (weather balloon,
meteorite, cloud, forgery... the author)—in any case
to do everything possible to remove it. If we could
not find a plausible explanation, we were just to
ridicule the witnesses.’ During the following months
both Chop and Ruppelt resigned from the Air Force.
The CIA policy of trivializing or ridiculing was only
too successful. Just how successful we learn from an
open letter by the initiative ‘Justice for Military
Personnel’ (J.M.P.) of September 4, 1987 to then
President Reagan: ‘The national UFO trivialization
campaign ordered by the CIA in 1953 fabricated books
and infiltrated the press with hundreds of articles to
surround the subject of UFOs with an aura of ridicule
through false contacts and obvious UFO swindles. This
ongoing campaign had CIA agents infiltrate civil UFO
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research groups to ridicule them by certain manipulations
or to guide their efforts towards ‘other explanations’.
This cover-up policy was more successful than the CIA
ever expected, thanks to the brilliant manipulation of
the press with the strategy of ridicule. The established
press, for fear of ridicule, proved to be only too
gullible towards ‘official statements’.”
NATO Major Hans C. Peterson writes about the
reasons for this massive policy of secrecy:
1. The monetary system would collapse—no
power group would allow that.
2. All religions would have to rethink, for the
truth is much simpler than the churches have taught
us. This would mean the loss of power and
influence by the churches and their religious
leaders. No church wants that.
3. Our energy supply would change, for we
would get to know energy sources that don’t pollute.
At the same time though the multinational oil
conglomerates, the nuclear lobby etc., would lose their
customers and hence their power. If one considers
how far-reaching the control of these companies is
then one can gauge the power of the opponent.
4. Our politicians themselves—for people on this
world would realize that there is only one humanity and
that national borders as relics of an oppressing past have
no more meaning. Who will trust political leaders any
more once it becomes clear that they have been lying to
us for decades just to keep their power?
Mathias Böcker of the Berlin daily TAZ put this
very succinctly in an article about the Frankfurt
UFO Conference 1990:
“...today as then the governments of the world have
no interest for reasons of self preservation to
acknowledge the presence of a technically and spiritually
superior cosmic authority. Who would still listen to an
earthly lump like Helmut Kohl, who to our Nobel prize
recipients and arrogant experts, if suddenly a small
heavenly Grey begin talks on television about the laws
and rules on Reticula and of the history of the cosmos?
Not a soul, and therefore UFOs will have to be treated
on a level with the Loch Ness monster—the existence of
extraterrestrials is subversive and radical and overturns
everything that 2,000 years of scientific endeavor and
evolution research have gathered as ‘bare facts’. And
who of the so-called ‘crown of Creation’ wants to accept
that the supernatural perhaps is not so supernatural after
all, but plainly and clearly subnatural.”
To end with the subject of UFOs I can just repeat:
Find the truth, for the truth will set you free!
Another example is the very secret CIA project
MK-ULTRA which has been used in the Fifties by
American psychologists and sociologists to
ascertain the effects of mind-altering drugs.
They now no longer experimented with guinea-pigs,
but with students at U.S. universities. Scientists on the
state payroll gave these—sometimes with and sometimes
without their consent—narcotic and psychedelic drugs.
Such experiments conducted en masse brought about the
breakthrough of the hippie movement in the U.S.
[H: With taking exception, please, to the
weary old saying of “Find the truth, for the truth
will set you free!” is nice but not so. If you find
the truth, you are a long way toward being able to
DO SOMETHING WHICH MAY VERY WELL
SET YOU AND YOUR BRETHREN FREE!
Unfortunately, JUST “knowing truth” is only the
FIRST STEP on that journey to freedom.]
[END OF QUOTING CHAPTER 47, Part 20]
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Stop Beating The Messengers, RP:
The Solution Is Called GAIA
7/1/01—#1 (14-319)
RE: MORE PAPUA NEW GUINEA; CRY FOR
HELP IN THE PHILIPPINES—GCH/D
IS THERE A PAPUA NEW GUINEA?
Hatonn—Certainly, you wouldn’t know there is a
PNG from the Manila, Philippines papers or the local
CNN news coverage. THAT alone should tell you the
real importance of what is taking place there as we
write. What does make the papers in tiny references
is totally slanted in behalf of the WB/IMF, et al.
What and were is this Papua New Guinea? (tisk-tisk)
New Guinea in the whole is larger, certainly, than
New Zealand—and Papua New Guinea has half of it.
It is not piddling in landmass and is potentially one of
the most resource-rich island groups on the globe; most
certainly in the South Pacific. It is probably about 100
miles (give or take a few) from Northern Australia.
It is larger in landmass than the Philippines. So,
what of the other half of “New Guinea”? Oh, it
happens to be Indonesian which is also larger than
the Philippines. I suggest you all take a good hard
look at a map and consult an atlas of some kind.
If you believe that GOD has, or will, abandon his
people in the Southern Pacific—YOU ARE WRONG!
Now, readers, THAT is why we are here! GOD
WILL NOT NOR SHALL HE/SHE EVER
ABANDON HIS/HER PEOPLE TO THE WOLVES
OF SOME NEW WORLD ORDER—UNLESS
THAT IS WHAT THE PEOPLE CHOOSE.
I will refresh your memories, however, in that as
you look at these areas it will be noted that
“Indigenous” beliefs are the predominant “religious”
attitude. In other words, they believe in a “big
Being” but not that “religious hogwash” in the
translation of one such “indigenous” tribal leader.
“I” happen to fit very well into that attitude. And
how is YOUR parochialism going?
Now to freeze your blood a bit and continuing to
reference my comments yesterday: The deaths of
students in PNG is real and the unfortunate truth was
confirmed last night in a phone call between Mr.
Genewa and head of the National Gas Co. in PNG,
that three dead students are “Uplanders”. These are
the people from the mountains who avenge wrongdoing
against their people—if it takes forever to accomplish
the feat. Justice? Nobody is talking “justice”, readers,
for justice has nothing to do with it! You know, sort
of like your formal courts of injustice.
ALL THE PRESIDENT’S ME... ER...
LAWYERS...
In that focus it is noted that with the unique “first
trial of a President” here in the Philippines, the Supreme
Court has ruled there will be no cameras in the
courtroom. Bad choice, ladies and gentlemen. But

don’t despair, it will be changed a dozen times at the
drop of a whim. This, by the way, is to make sure the
guilty are protected in due course of “law”.
Another “first” has happened in Manila. The
former President’s wife was duly elected as a Senator
in the current election. His son JV was duly elected
to be Mayor of San Juan (a prime plum). And guess
what those nasty courts did: They wouldn’t release
Erap and son Jingoy to go to the oath-taking events,
both being “incarcerated for plunder” in the presidential
suite of the Veterans Memorial Hospital. Not to
concern, however, nor inconvenience anyone—the
oath-taking was taken to the hospital. Remember that
“mountain moving” tale about if you can’t get
Mohammad to the mountain—bring the mountain to
Mohammad? This, of course, also indicates that all
family and friends could come “visit” and witness as well.
Where is that Ms. Van Ham when you need her?
Is Erap guilty of plunder? Oh, I don’t think that is
particularly in question and son Jingoy doesn’t argue his
case except to state that only ONE cause should not
keep him from bail. You see, “Plunder” is a capital
offense punishable by possible death AND IS A NONBAILABLE CAUSE FOR INCARCERATION.
Ah, but not in “jail”—in luxurious special facilities
where guests can be received at all hours and
food is brought in from caterers and home.
What will save Erap’s assets in the long run?
Probably the fact that the President before him,
Fidel Ramos, is KNOWN to have been the most
corrupt plunderer (with the able assistance of the
U.S. and NWO) since time began.
Erap, remember, was Vice President under Ramos
and Erap just continued the programs already well
underway at the startup of his Kingdomship. And who,
by the way, is hanging Erap? Well, General Ramos of
course. That is not even questioned in the Philippines.
Mr. Ramos is facilitating the running of the
government, the new president, the CIA-Abu Sayyaf
operations, the U.S. intervention and, basically, the fall
of the Philippines. It is general knowledge. It is the
best-known secret around and yet, we included, don’t
really talk about it—it just isn’t safe for anyone to
mention it out loud. It is NOT our business. This is
still a sovereign nation and the citizens have the “right”
to choose any one, any way, they fancy.
Politics notwithstanding, the people are perplexed
at a Supreme Court decision which cuts off a full
three years of Eraption Telanovela. This might just
pull forth another EDSA uprising. I suggest, though,
that the prosecution in the Eraption case HAS NO
CASE just through the bungling of what they “did”
have going for them. Remember that this is a battle
of lawyers—not justice. Oh, well.
So, how did Mrs. Erap get elected Senator? Come
now, inquirer, how did Mrs. Clinton get elected
Senator? Life is simply “like that” in the fast lane
among the “servants” of you-the-people. When WILL
you wake up and at least smell the toast burning?

WHAT WILL HAPPEN IN THE PHILIPPINES
AND DOES IT MATTER?
This is a meaningless question in two parts
and the answer is yes and no to both parts. It
depends on what you are seeking to accomplish.
Because of the U.S. involvement in the Philippines
and OUR involvement with the U.S. AND the
Philippines, I suggest it is the place we need to BE.
My agreements with the U.S., however, ONLY
discuss non-active BUSINESS ORIGINATING in
the U.S.A.-recognized States. That leaves just
about every window wide open, however, and as
agreements have been breached and fractured by
said “authorities” in the U.S., we are not bound to
that stance other than through our ongoing intention
to keep those agreements—for the welfare of the
nation itself and the global economy. I do wish,
however, that the Idiots in Power (IPs) wouldn’t
push their luck quite so hard. I most certainly enjoy
a good challenge. (Get up off the floor, Dharma.)
We still have all the sovereign “nations” of
the Native Americans to enjoin and we have
good and capable shelter right through our
corporate structures right in Nevada, U.S.A.
There is NO thought, even, of breaking laws,
bending regulations or any other shady
operations. By the way, THOSE AGREEMENTS
ONLY ARE APPLICABLE TO GLOBAL
ALLIANCE INVESTMENT ASSOCIATION.
How many more doors does THAT suggest?
I am often asked about what I enjoy doing on
my afternoon off as in “Do you play golf, or
what?” I personally like a good game of chess!
I do require something a bit more mental than
chasing a little white ball through green fields
because the other players object to the fact that
I don’t know how to use a “club”.
When you outgrow the nonsense, we can get on
with the real fun. How soon is up to you.
BACK TO THE PHILIPPINES
AND THE SAGA IN PROGRESS
The following could probably best be described
as an “oxy-moron” but it certainly points up the
confusion of problems facing this nation in point.
It doesn’t need my comments, just your
enjoyment and observations.
[QUOTING The Philippine STAR, Sunday,
July 1, 2001:]
WE MIGHT AS WELL BITE THE BULLET
AND ASK FOR HELP
By JOSE MANUEL ‘BABE’ ROMUALDEZ,
Vice Chairman, People Asia Magazine.
(This article was written upon the request of
Publisher (STAR) Max Soliven.)
Some Americans would have to spend the 4 th
of July in life-threatening captivity.
This is so because the United States
government, even as it prepares for its up-andcoming celebration of Independence Day on July
4, seems to have surprisingly dissociated itself
from the “clear and present danger”, that is, the
Abu Sayyaf. It appears they have remained
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tolerant in spite of the iron-hand clutch the
brigands have on a couple of American hostages
who are being dragged around by the hair though
the inhospitable jungles of Basilan.
This supposed “apathy” is so unusual for a
government that has been spearheading counterterrorist efforts worldwide. The so-called “Bully
of the World”, or rather, “Policeman of the
World” practically remained hushed about any
tactical rescue operations of the kidnapped
Americans. It also appears that they are not too
keen about offering openhanded military assistance
to the Philippines in this particular regard.
Odd at best, this behavior is long and far
removed from the way the U.S. has been portraying
itself in American-produced films: Daring, fearless
combatants who, at a flick of a finger or at the push
of a button, can go in and out of a terrorist camp
and take on hard-line extremists and save hostages
simultaneously. This they accomplish (at least, in
Hollywood) with sophisticated weaponry, hightech machinery, impressive tactical maneuvering
and, of course, with guns blazing.
By the way, let’s not forget the special effects.
If the U.S. government’s apparent inaction at
this point is any indication of its concept of imagemanagement, then these Americans would have to
rethink their notion of it. Their movies—especially
the good, fast-paced ones—are turning out to be a
public relations nightmare! I think American
moviemakers would have to make fewer actionpacked, shoot-‘em-up films (it’s bad enough that
Rambo and the American Ninja are still on cable
TV). They wouldn’t like America’s elite fighting
units to put in extra laps at the jogging field if
only to live up to the hype!
It has been four weeks from the time when
the Abu Sayyaf took their first hostages from the
Dos Palmas Resort in Palawan, and a lot had
happened since. Some hostages have already
been murdered and beheaded, others kept alive
for “shielding” purposes.
As an added
“attraction”, another set of hostages had been taken
from a hospital in Lamitan, one more group was
hauled from a far-flung municipality in Basilan.
On the side of the government, a P100-million
bounty has been offered; anti-terrorist committees
formed; intermediaries designated; Abu Sayyaf
supporters warned; “peace talks” with other Islamic
separatist groups, like the Moro Islamic Liberation
Front, conducted; continuous military offensives
implemented. The “dreaded” Crisis Management
Manual has been put out, its policies being used
as a Bible for anti-terrorist procedures.
In addition, the death toll is mounting; what’s
more, there are too many injured soldiers and
civilians (mostly children) who have been caught
in the crossfire. Even the hot-item of Philippine
politics—Chavit Singson—took a shot at
negotiating for the hostages. In spite of arrests
made on suspected members of the Abu Sayyaf
bandits (the PNP has in custody one of those
who took part in the kidnapping spree in Sipadan,
Malaysia last year), still, as of this writing, the
Abu Sayyaf has remained, undoubtedly, the most
difficult band to pin down.
Of course, we cannot look on our country’s

present state of affairs as we would an HBO
movie. Reality demands we must not expect a
two-hour solution to a problem that literally blew
up on our faces more or less six years ago in the
small town of Ipil in Zamboanga del Norte. Time
is of the essence, critics would holler, but a
lightning-style rescue (or any solution for that
matter at this point) is easier said than done.
However, concrete steps are being made. I
wasn’t born yesterday to know that “behind-thescenes” negotiations are going on between the Abu
Sayyaf, and the American and Philippine
governments. I would even go to the extent of
saying there might be something that’s already
brewing in the muted halls of Malacañang that the
media is completely unaware of. Recent reports of
releases made by the Abu Sayyaf have given rise to
this assumption. Too, the families of the victims are
constantly on the look-out for opportunities to
contact the Abu Sayyaf that they may bargain for
the lives and freedom of their loved ones.
In a nutshell, this high-profile kidnapping has
been a very unwelcome prelude to America’s
approaching celebration of its 225th Independence
Day. We can only hope that, in their desire to
negotiate, these two governments (as a hard and fast
rule) would not parlay out of fear or indecision, not to
a gang of fundamentalists like the Abu Sayyaf.
One practical solution would be for the Arroyo
administration to modestly open its doors to any
suggestion from the U.S. State Department to
provide sophisticated equipment gadgetry and
training opportunities for our boys in uniform.
[H: My goodness, a solution?] The Armed
Forces of the Philippines is in such a rag-tag
condition that a mere kumpit—a small inter-island
boat (powered by three outboard motors), used by
the hostage-takers—outran and outmaneuvered
Philippine Navy gunboats during the hostage drama!
Baywatch has faster and more reliable sea
craft than our Navy, for crying out loud! What
was once tagged as “Asia’s Foremost Armed
Forces” in relation to weaponry, machinery and
training has now become Asia’s number one
blunder. Let’s face it: We need help—big time!
Let us remember what former U.S. President
Franklin Delano Roosevelt said when he spoke
before the U.S. Congress asking for war against
Japan in 1941, “Always will we remember the
character of the onslaught against us… with the
unbounded determination of our people, we will gain
the inevitable triumph. So help us, God.” Let’s hope
our government finally realizes the importance of having
a strong, fully-equipped and highly-trained armed forces.
Indefatigable confidence in our boys in uniform is at
stake here. And when confidence dwindles, support
shall dwindle as well, and dramatically at that.
Discouragement and a forbidding sense of being
rejected are the two of the worse things a
government could slap on wartorn soldiers.
***
But in the same breath, I would have to say
President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo is handling her
third crisis (which began with the so-called EDSA
III protests and the Labor Day siege of Mendiola)
rather well—even in the face of uncooperative
bureaucrats, in-fighting and envy among some
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officials in Mindanao, dwindling resources, and
mounting expenses of war (P8M a day). So far, her
“no-compromise” stance, although it inadvertently
brought about the untimely demise of some hostages,
has kept the brigands from conducting a full-scale,
countrywide kidnapping and bombing frenzy.
Thanks to her unbroken consultation with Defense
Secretary Angelo Reyes, National Security Adviser
Roilo Golez, AFP Chief of Staff Diomedio
Villanueva, DILG Secretary Joey Lina, and a host of
other members of the cabinet, GMA has kept her
feet securely fixed on sane grounds. [H: I wonder
where this man has been? What is this
ridiculous fluff and nonsense? But the obvious
“fix” is to bring in the magic of the U.S. killing
machines? Frightening isn’t it? Perhaps
these writers should spend a bit of time in
the soldier’s boots in that jungle oven.]
But our travails as a nation do not begin and end
with the Abu Sayyaf. It must be clear that the hostage
crisis is just a small piece of the bigger, more-bitter pie.
There is still localized criminality, which has swollen to
a shocking 100 percent in the past couple of months.
[H: No, that is the way it reads!]
Although some sectors would battle for their
day in the sun as to who is telling the truth about
present crime rates, the reports are unmistakably
plain: Social delinquency is slowly becoming the
country’s “national pastime”, and Philippine
National Police Chief Leandro Mendoza must,
without delay, put a stop to this social nuisance.
There are indicators to prove that crime is slowly
getting out of hand. The latest buzz is that some
Pinoys and Chinoys are threatening to conduct an
exodus—a large-scale migration of middle-class
families and business to other countries [H: Namely
Canada and the U.S.A. And people, these
migrants plan to take the best positions, not
the least desirable.] just in case things do not get
any better here. The caveat is a very real one,
I presume, given that it is dictated upon by dire
necessity (if not a nagging frustration and an
awful sense of haplessness) rather than by
leisure or affluence. This mass departure, if it
ever pushes through, would forever put in the
dark any hope of this country having a higher
middle-class base. And when we talk of
migration, we likewise talk of capital flight. We
all know what happens to a household when
money goes indefinitely out the window. The
U.S. and Canadian embassies reported they have
a significant increase in visa applications.
But barring aside bits and pieces of issues, we
have to understand there is a greater crux to this
dilemma that we find ourselves in. There’s a lot more
to this than meets the untrained eye. No, it is not
Erap and his indictment, nor is it the Abu Sayyaf and
the latest beheading; not the kidnappings of Chinoy
businessmen and their families, nor is it the up-to-theminute account of oil price increases and peso
devaluation. Uh-uh. There’s a bigger fry to sauté
here: our growing sense of dissatisfaction, and
indifference towards the things that really matter.
I was told a story years ago about a sea-borne ship
that, while in the middle of a voyage, caught a man
who was burrowing a huge hole at the underbelly of
the boat. A sailor noticed the water rising from the
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base of the ship and rushed to the captain to report
what he saw. With his trusted crew, the captain
rushed to where the hole was, seized the culprit, and
dragged him up the plank. The sailors cheered for
the man to be thrown off the boat. They poked him
with long poles, mocked his name, and struck his
arms and legs with rods. For almost an hour they
derided the wrongdoer until they forced him
inevitably to fall into the raging sea below. But they
failed to notice in their frenzy for entertainment that
almost half the ship was already underwater.
They forgot to plug the damn hole.
The Philippines is more than the issue about Erap;
it is even more than the Abu Sayyaf; it is more than
the radical left, and a whole lot more than the extremist
right. It is more than the afternoon telenovelas, a lot
more than the possibility of an EDSA 4. We could
gloat in our victories and lament because of our
failures; we could feel sorry for Joseph Estrada and
Abu Sabaya, and we could feel sorry for ourselves.
Or, we could look at ourselves as who and what
we really are as a people. Remember, this country is
composed of 7,100 islands with roughly 78 million
Filipinos scattered all over the archipelago. Immense
don’t you think? Taking this into account, isn’t it a
reasonable conclusion that there is so much about the
Philippines that merits our attention and appreciation
than these sporadic snags of crime and punishment?
I am not, by any means, belittling or dismissing
the crises we are faced with. Yes, I believe that
they are serious. However, I just wanted to look at
our drinking glass of opportunity from a different
perspective—from being half-empty to being halffull. [H: Sorry, sir, the glass is only 1/16 th full
and there is a refusal, for whatever manipulative
reason, to even look at SOLUTIONS. What
happens when that glass is EMPTY?]
As a matter of intelligent choice, Filipinos
could opt for a chance to “plug the hole”, that is,
if we can still pinpoint its location after all this
mess. It’s still there, and if given the chance, I
know we’ll find it. And with proper allocation of
resources, fixing it would be a breeze. It is not enough
to say in this regard that all shall be well after that.
There is still the whole voyage to consider. At
least, in doing so, we would have finally put away
the chance of our ship haplessly sinking.
[END OF QUOTING]
I can’t speak for you—but this is one of the
saddest commentaries I have ever read! THIS
is what is wrong!
You people of the Philippines, do you really
want the U.S. to “fix” it all for you? Well, actually
in a most around about way, they have offered
you the solution—IT IS CALLED GAIA.
You are so busy beating the messengers as
to miss the entire point (hole in the boat).
I suggest, people-of-the-lie, that you might
well take note of that “MOVING FINGER”
WHICH WRITES, WAITS, AND THEN
MOVES ON. There are always others waiting.
You know what is wrong but you don’t want to
change. How do I know? Because you have not!
Anything desired can be accomplished. End of story.
May God bless,
GCH
dharma
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George Green Reigns

Still As TOP LIAR
7/2/01—#1 (14-320)
RE: E-MAIL BETWEEN GEORGE GREEN AND
LANCE TOMLYN (CANADA); RESPONSE AS
REQUESTED BY EKKER
IS THERE HOPE FOR CONCLUSION
AND POSITIVE ASPIRATIONS
FOR THE PHOENIX INSTITUTE?
HATONN—YES, BUT NOT UNTIL YOU CLEAN UP
THE MISINFORMATION. AND, YES, THE ITEMS IN
GEORGE GREEN’S LETTER TO LANCE TOMLYN
MUST BE ANSWERED ITEM BY ITEM—HERE IS THE
“SOURCE” OF ALL THE LEGAL DISINFORMATION
UPON WHICH THE OPPOSITION, ABBOTT AND
HORTON, BASED ALL CASES—ON GREEN’S
MISINFORMATION. THEY KNEW BETTER BUT JUST
FED MORE AND MORE EXAGGERATED
DECEPTIONS TO THE PRESS AND TO THE COURTS.
THOSE FALSE STATEMENTS WERE PUBLISHED
BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS AND TAKEN AROUND
THE GLOBE FOR THE ENTERTAINMENT OF ALL
VIEWERS AND READERS. THERE WAS ONE
ASSOCIATED PRESS RELEASE GIVEN FORTH BY
GEORGE ABBOTT WHICH STATED FLATLY THAT
DORIS EKKER CLAIMED TO BE JESUS CHRIST AND
HAD CULT FOLLOWERS. THE FACTS ARE THAT
THE ONLY PERSON UP TO THAT TIME, WRITTEN
UP BY CONSENT BY GEORGE GREEN, WAS THAT
GEORGE HAD “CULT FOLLOWERS”.
IT WILL BE NOTED, PLEASE, THAT THERE
WAS NO REFERENCE TO EKKERS IN MR.
TOMLYN’S LETTER BUT NOTE THE FOCUS IN
GREEN’S LETTER.
ALSO NOTE THE USE OF THE AMOUNT $10,000,000
AND KNOW THAT THAT IS THE AMOUNT OFFERED BY
THE “SEMINAR CIRCUIT” AS WHAT GEORGE GREEN
ACTUALLY STOLE FROM PHOENIX INSTITUTE. THAT
WAS REPORTED BY MOUTH BY A REGULAR
ATTENDEE TO SAID SEMINARS TO RICK MARTIN—
DIRECTLY. IN ADDITION, THAT AMOUNT IS
RELATIVE TO “INVESTORS”. THERE WERE “NEVER”
“INVESTORS”—UNDERSTAND ME: NO INVESTORS—
NO MATTER WHAT IS SPREAD ABOUT. “THAT”
WAS THE BOTTOM LINE OF REQUIREMENTS IN
ANY RELATIONSHIP AS TO LENDING ANYTHING
TO SAID PHOENIX INSTITUTE.
HOWEVER, SINCE GEORGE GREEN WAS “THE
PARTY”, WITH WIFE IN PRESENTATION, WHO
WENT FORTH AND SOLD “HIS PROGRAM”, THE
EKKERS HAVE NO INFORMATION AS TO WHAT
HE MIGHT HAVE TOLD PEOPLE. WE DO KNOW
THAT AT ONE MAJOR SEMINAR GEORGE GREEN
TOLD A CLOSE FRIEND (OF OURS) THAT NEVADA
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS WAS HIS AND CORT
CHRISTIE WAS HIS MAN. HE SAID HE HAD
INVESTED OVER A MILLION DOLLARS TO SET UP
NCH. THAT WAS FROM MR. GREEN’S MOUTH
AND THE PHOENIX INSTITUTE WAS NOTIFIED
IMMEDIATELY WITHIN THE HOUR.

MR. GREEN ALSO CALLED AND WROTE TO MR.
CHRISTIE’S PARENTS AS WELL AS TO HIS WIFE’S,
JENNY’S, PARENTS AND SAID THAT CORT WAS
HEADED FOR CRIMINAL CHARGES FOR HIS
OPERATION OF NCH. THAT SORT OF STATEMENT
BRINGS A CERTAIN JOY TO A PARENT’S HEART,
DON’T YOU THINK? GREENS HAD “NO” INPUT
WHATSOEVER INTO THAT CORPORATION—EVER!
MR. GREEN ALSO STATED THAT GENE DIXON
OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL LAW CENTER AND
GARY ANDERSON OF WE-THE-PEOPLE WERE “MY
MEN”. THAT TURNS OUT TO BE LIKELY SO,
SINCE THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS WERE
DIVERTED THROUGH THOSE PEOPLE BY GREEN.
GREEN FURTHER CALLED A MEETING OF
SCHROEPFERS, LEON AND BUD (purposely no further
identification AT THIS TIME) to a meeting in Nevada
where Green told them to get their money out of PI, IN
GOLD which was NEVER in circulation or point, bring it
to him and he would “roll it over” without taxes or costs
through Puerto Rico and points south, then he would give
them great shares of his new “Development” company.
Ekkers had served as corporation nominees but
instantly resigned.
At that time E.J. Ekker was Treasurer, and
President, of Phoenix Institute for Research & Education,
Ltd.; Doris Ekker had agreed to be Secretary for the
organization period and George Green was also a major
operative Director. He also served as a non-“recorded”
officer with banking rights and business authority.
Green also was Editor, Publisher and handled the funds
for ALL “business” operations. As Treasurer E.J. had
to sign all loan documents and side agreements. Doris
had no management or business involvement AT ALL.
When the problems broke forth with Green, there was
a revamping of the PI Board of Directors. E.J. stayed on
as a Director, Doris resigned all involvement, and a whole
new slate of Directors was installed. Rod Ence became
Director and President, Nora Boyles became Director and
Secretary, Fr. Ed Cleary became a Director, Mitch Jaffe
became a Director while former attorney Gene Dixon
became an Advisor along with Paul Leinthall who, a bit later,
took over an executive position with the Institute.
All these people came, ORIGINALLY, in some way,
through Green’s publications or travels. How was it that
most claimed to “come to the area” because of
“Hatonn”? Later Green claimed that Hatonn had gone
with him to Nevada. Therefore, why is it that Ekkers
who wrote, attended the projects underway as planned,
and generally took on the load of everybody, including the
blame of anyone who chose to claim interest of some
kind in the Institute? Doris did not even know the
names, and still doesn’t, of most of the people who came
to visit. Is there something wrong here?
George Green, when he left California, took with him
nearly half a million dollars IN GOLD COINS in one
batch, a “bucket” of gold coins he was “holding” for a
lady in Colorado or Arizona plus amounts never
reported. He had also received thousands of dollars
personally from many of the people later mentioned by
himself—in this upcoming letter, no less.
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As the problems became known it turned out
that Mr. Ence had “enriched” himself through use
of his PI position as President as well as basically
embezzling funds from the farm he managed but
which was a TOTAL failure as a farm. He had his
pre-teen sons “farm” while he “managed”.
When his contract expired at the farm he was asked to
leave the position and vacate the property because the farm
would either be restaffed or be shut down as to all operations.
After being unable to gain the CORPORATE RECORDS
(he was not a shareholder) and files of PI, he resigned
as Director and President. Fr. Cleary also resigned.
Rather than get more Directors it was decided to
get a Board of Advisors which was made up of some
12 to 20 members and all meetings of the Board were
held in public with these advisors. This was the
operational procedure right up to the decision for
Ekkers, Martin, and Neil to go, with an attorney and
business party, to the Philippines. Funding for the
travels would be from a current (at that time)
settlement of litigation with an attorney over the
Ekkers’ property case having nothing to do with PI.
Now, any of you who would wish to object to
this on the basis of lawyers or the “system” wouldn’t
allow such injustice—think again and go back and
carefully read what SPOTLIGHT has to say about
that old justice system where NOW the Bar
Association is in total association with the Supreme
Court—not the Legislature. THIS MEANS THAT
LAWS ARE MADE AND LAWYERS PROTECTED
BY THE SUPREME COURT ITSELF. A lawyer no
longer has to ethically tell truth or have honor. They
can say, manipulate, play games and misrepresent to
their heart’s content. Perhaps, Dharma, we could
offer that article from the named publication. THIS
GOES FAR BEYOND ANY KOL NIDRE, READERS!
I am going to turn this over for personal
response but, yes, indeed, I am going to stay right
at the elbow. We have to clean up these dregs in
the pot before we can bring closure to anything.
I believe that this NEW EVIDENCE is worthy of
documenting and making SURE it goes to appropriate legal
counsel. This Green man even brings parties into the
picture with total misinformation, including Rick Martin.
In fact, to Rick Martin, I believe this would back up
any reopening of your settlement with Green as “NEW
EVIDENCE” wherein when you sued the Greens before
over those books, etc., and the $84,000 charges brought
against you for collection, you agreed to not again sue
them. This is certainly worthy of reconsideration—for
the indication here is that you took $250,000 and gave
the money to Ekkers. We don’t happen to believe that
it is Rick Martin who has lied in this matter. If so,
where IS the $250,000 dollars? Perhaps that is why
Rick jumped ship? No, it isn’t. Rick never had enough
books to acquire that much money for that incident.
There are still 110,000 books MISSING which were
ordered by court that Mr. Green would insure them,
store them properly, and then return them.
And, no, the courts DID NOT dismiss Greens.
They were ordered to pay $26,000 to PI and return all
110,000 books—neither of which has happened.
Dharma (Doris), nor E.J. received anything from
any of “our” writings. Doris was to have received
$3,000 per book up front for living expenses. Well, now
that there are some 300 Journals, that would have been
interesting at least. However, there was NOTHING AT
ALL PAID TO ANYONE BUT GREENS. All publishing
charges of ALL America West Books and publications

were assigned to the PI. That in itself is interesting
because Green did actually BORROW from the Institute
a KNOWN $150,000 for his own expenses.
By their own bookkeeping records there was over
$175,000 made in one year from the sale of Journals—
with NO REMUNERATION TO ANYONE. Since
Ekkers turned over rights to the books to PI, it is
interesting, don’t you think, that NOTHING came back?
I would guess Mr. Green broke that contract quite
soundly. I HAVE INTEREST BECAUSE THOSE WERE
“MY” WRITINGS, THANK YOU. FURTHERMORE,
THEY WERE FOR THE VERY PURPOSE OF BEING
ABLE TO GET “THIS” PROJECT POSSIBLE.
What, therefore, do Ekkers want out of this?
NOTHING—JUST OUT OF IT. WE HAVE A JOB
TO ACCOMPLISH WITH SO LITTLE HELP AS
TO BE STAGGERING.
THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE PHOENIX
INSTITUTE IS “NOT” EKKERS’—AND ACTING AS
TREASURER OF THE CORPORATION DOES NOT
MAKE IT EKKERS’. EKKERS HAVE MADE EVERY
EFFORT TO PROTECT LENDERS BUT FINALLY
THE COURT STOPPED (FROZE) ABILITY TO
FUNCTION. OTHER ARRANGEMENTS WERE MADE
SO THAT UPON POSITIVE CONCLUSION OF THIS
PROJECT IN PROGRESS, LENDERS WILL HAVE
BEEN PROTECTED.
IF THIS CAN’T BE
CONCLUDED, HOWEVER, IT IS DISMAL, ISN’T IT?
THIS, WHILE THE LIES AND DISINFORMATION
FLOW LIKE WATER FROM THE GREEN, ET AL.,
SPIGOTS. PLEASE REALIZE, READERS, THAT “FOUR
BOXES OF GOLD” WHICH HAS BEEN LONG AGO
TAKEN AND OVER HALF THE VALUE LOST WHILE
THE REST WENT TO LAWYERS, STILL HAS A CASE
IN APPEAL WITH THE NEVADA SUPREME COURT
AFTER HAVING BEEN DISMISSED THREE TIMES.
Well, Dharma, frustration may be great but THEY
simply keep the cases OPEN and re-opened. Just
answer the letter in point and make sure counsel holds
it. IT HAS REACHED THE POINT THAT IT IS NOT
OVER UNTIL “WE” SAY IT IS OVER.
OVER TO DHARMA
COMMENTS ON GEORGE GREEN’S LETTER TO
LANCE TOMLYN. SINCE IT IS SO INSULTING TO
LANCE, PLEASE MAKE SURE HE GETS A COPY OF THIS.
Mark, can you please insert here the e-mail
exchange between L.T. & G.G.
Copy will be in bold print, please, my (Doris’) &
E.J.’s response/comments will be in regular type.
[MM: Obviously, the G.G. exchange is not edited.]
—— Original Message ——
From: Lance Tomlyn
To: George Green
Sent: Sunday, June 17, 2001 9:10 AM
Subject: May Seminar? Richmond
Good Morning George,
I am e-mailing you about the “Seminar” you
did in Richmond, B.C. in May.
You claimed to have been selected by the “Galactic”
energies to be their receiver; you claimed you are a
Banker; you claimed you are just getting God’s word out
to the people; you claimed you would share advanced
knowledge of some kind; you claimed to have lent the
Federal Reserve money to keep them going; you
claimed to be the receiver for certain books; you
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claimed to be a Lighted Being—and on and on.
George, myself and another person were in your
audience of sleepyheads listening to every deceptive word
you spoke. You may not have remembered me from
Tehachapi, but I certainly won’t forget who you
represent. Nor will I forget the dastardly deeds you have
pulled off, all under the pretense of being a “good guy”.
George, to me it is obvious that you speak with a
very forked tongue and are running scared and must
constantly look over your shoulder to avoid being
uncovered or confronted for your terrible misdeeds.
You had it all not long ago—and why you chose to serve
the dark side of life is a mystery and a disgrace to me.
I am letting you know that if you come to Canada
again, I will video and audio record your “talks” and
come with ample evidence to confront you and your
“claims”—and expose you right in front of the sleepy
audience that you attract. The game is over and you
lose—so it would be smart to come clean and
immediately begin to make restitution for all the wrongs
and ripoffs you are responsible for.
George, please send me a refund of $30.00 for the
fee we paid to hear you deceive—or send a few books
of equal value if you don’t have enough clean money to
send. Phoenix Journals would be preferable.
How does it feel to look in the mirror and see
Satan looking back at you?
Peace Be With You and may you one day see the Light,
Lance Tomlyn
—— Original Message ——
From: George Green
To: Lance Tomlyn
Sent: Monday, June 18, 2001 8:09 AM
Subject:
Re: May Seminar? Richmond
What bull-shit. The courts have dismissed all
charges against me and Desiree on the lies that the
Ekkers have pulled. Did you know they have over
$10,000,000 of investors monies and the investors have
been in court for the last few years trying to get them
back. The “Gold” that we supposed to have taken, was
never the Ekkers.. They managed to get ½ of it through
the estate of David, howver, suggest you check with the
courts.. Betty Tuten has sued them for her monies
(nearly a million, Sherri Yount (over $2,000,000.
CALL HER AND SEE IF I AM NOT TELLING YOU
THE TRUTH 407-832-6946.. Desiree and I advanced to
the Ekkers over $100,000, we also paid for everything
else, along with the publishing of all the plagerized
books. We settled a law suit with the University of
Science , whereby we agreed that 9 of the “:phoenix
books” we taken word for word from their books.
Doris Ekker copied” word for word” nearly all of the
books and we then found out about their scam in detail.
Ask Rick Martin, even he who had over $250,000 of our
books, which we shipped to him, said he gave all the
money to the Ekkers.. We have spent and lost over a
million dollars over these “people” who have judgments
against them, the federal government after them, and lots
of attornies representing others. If you think that the
Ekkers are so wonderful, then get in your plane and head
to the Phillippines and be with them..PS. I never lent the
federal reserve money, but did give back an extra million
they wire trasnferred to my account.by mistake.
LESSON OF DISCERNMENT.. ALL OF THE EKKERS
BOOKS WERE TAKEN FROM OTHER SOURCES.. ie
plagerized. They are the lie.. suggest you call David
Horton 775-883-1966 and ask what they are and what
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the truth is..They certainly know what they are doing!!and
you are asleep by your own words——[END]
G: What bull-shit. The courts have
dismissed all charges against me and Desiree
on the lies that the Ekkers have pulled.
D: The courts have NOT dismissed all charges
against either “Green”. George was dismissed
from one case where he entered the case, had no
standing, and was “dismissed”. We found no BS
in Lance’s letter; he actually stuck to the facts.
G: Did you know they have over $10,000,000 of
investors monies and the investors have been in
court for the last few years trying to get them back.
D: I guess that was meant as a question but there is
no question mark so the response will be in like kind.
$10,000,000? The only ten million dollars ever
mentioned came from George Green. He must
know about $8,000,000 more than we ever “heard
of”. He will later give figures which refute this
totally, in both concept and reality.
THERE NEVER WERE, NOR ARE, “INVESTORS”,
in the Institute and ESPECIALLY INVESTORS WITH
EKKERS! People did come and did lend funds to the
Phoenix Institute to be shared on projects in which
George Green and Desiree were fully aware at ALL
TIMES. Some of those “investors” gave Green,
DIRECTLY, checks, funds and gold. We, Ekkers, have
no notion of how much that might have been.
Greens took a lot of personal “help” from Shari Yount,
Dave Overton, Schroepfers, and others who are mentioned
here: How much more did Greens get from such as Shari
Yount who is totally misrepresented in this letter? THERE
WERE NO “INVESTORS”—EVER, TO OUR
KNOWLEDGE: ANYONE WHO CAME IN THROUGH
GREEN WITHOUT FULL INCORPORATION
REGISTRATION, EVEN AS LENDERS, WERE REPAID
AND DROPPED. They know who they are and will be
called as witnesses if ever needed. Please remember that
the “program” of PI was originated by George Green.
What George REALLY had in mind is not, certainly, what
happened. He lost control when E.J. made it work. We
can, however, surmise intent from Green’s efforts to get
funds back in Gold from some of the people in PI. There
actually were no “people” in PI, only corporations. Green
may have had some parties MISUSING CORPORATIONS.
At one time Ekkers served as nominees on some 200
corporations as far back as before there was a Phoenix
Institute. Ekkers also had a corporation called Corporate
Consultants, a Nevada corporation. This was to be used
WITH Cort Christie who later set up Nevada Corporate
Headquarters (NCH), of which half of all profits would flow
to Phoenix Institute. Mr. Christie, for whatever reason, issued
all NCH stock to himself and never paid anything to the
Institute OR TO EKKERS. Ekkers had been a service for
nominee reference with Laughlin Associates, one of the
most recognized and honorable agencies in Nevada.
E.J. certainly was knowledgeable about corporation setup or structure and did, when asked, assist anyone who
asked for such assistance. Most chose to do whatever
they chose to do, without any recognition or consultation
with Ekkers. They could go directly to Mr. Christie and
some had full office (business) packages with Laughlin.
Ekkers, as officers of PI did, yes, indeed, make
efforts to recover what we KNEW was stolen—that is
LAW, readers, not a game of shells. In addition, the
parties sued us personally as somehow being alter-egos of
Phoenix Institute while Mr. Green tried to walk (run) away
with assets he actually BURIED in his backyard to hide.
By the way, we (Ekkers) have been bashed and

trashed by having to spend legal fees to defend PI
against Abbott and Horton’s clients. Since a corporation
is required by law to have a certified and practicing
attorney, how is it that somehow Ekkers have caused
such damage? PI tried to DROP INVOLVEMENT with
Leon Fort—and HIS ATTORNEY ABBOTT would not
allow it. It was already such that through double billing
and billing for non-service, Abbott’s bill was in excess
by far than the amount being argued. We personally felt
it an atrocity that Leon should be caught in that trap. By
the way, in court Abbott and Horton claimed that Ekkers
(PI) took and stole thousands of dollars from old ladies—
namely Leon’s mother who was claimed to be around 90
years of age. Leon’s mother’s name is Esther and she
never had ANYTHING WHATSOEVER to do with
anything. Leon Fort was not listed as being “anything”,
either, but did turn out to have a corporation by the
name of Infinite Balance which did have to be sorted
out. That corporation finally went to Abbott, Leon’s
attorney. Wow and wow! All the while Abbott was
working directly and in conjunction WITH David Horton
to whom Green suggests YOU CALL. [Please, do.
Leave your number for him to call you—we can all enjoy
this game after you know what is in this writing.]
Yes, indeed, I, Doris, certainly DO object to this
writing and responding. We are busy 24 hours a day
and if I have soul problems at all, it is over such as
cheating liars as is George Green and some of his other
buddies, namely ex-Judge Jason Brent who gave George
(and Spectrum) a harassment-of-Ekkers package. I think
that Brent letter to GREEN should be run here also—for it
was the pattern also used by Martin/Young when they took
the CONTACT newspaper and funds. I guess the point
was to KILL THE EKKERS and somehow the truth would
get buried. THEY obviously did not count on Commander
Hatonn being REAL. Please print that letter, Mark.
LAW OFFICE OF JASON G. BRENT
21030 Mission Street
Tehachapi, CA 93561
(805) 823-1103; FAX (805) 823-1104; (800) 649-1103
April 19, 1995
Mr. George Green
Box 3300
Bozeman, MT 59772
Dear George:
This letter is intended to confirm our telephone
conversation of Friday, April 14 relating to the
Ekker problem.
I would recommend that each person defrauded by
the Ekkers write a detailed letter to Ed Jagels, Kern
County District Attorney, Don Lundgren, Attorney
General of the State of California, the Fraud Department
of the U.S. Post Office, and the Fraud Department of the
Securities and Exchange Commission in Washington,
D.C. setting forth a detailed account of how they were
defrauded and requesting criminal prosecution of the
Ekkers. I would also recommend that each person send
a similar letter to the District Attorney of the county in
which he/she resides. In addition, I would recommend
that each person defrauded send a similar letter to the
Attorney General of the State of Nevada as the Ekkers
do a substantial amount of business in Nevada. Lastly
I would recommend that each person who was
defrauded contact any local government official they
know and ask that government official to apply pressure
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to the District Attorney or Attorney General. For
example, if Mr. Jones was defrauded and he is
friends with an Assemblyman where he lives he
should contact the Assemblyman and ask the
Assemblyman to set up an appointment with the
District Attorney of his county and with the Attorney
General of his state. Hopefully, all of this pressure will
get some action on the criminal front against the Ekkers.
If I am retained as the attorney, I would assist
in preparing the above letters and contacting the
appropriate prosecuting officials.
Both of us know what the Ekkers are and, therefore,
no further description of their honesty, integrity, etc. is
needed. If I am retained as the attorney for the persons
defrauded, I would want a substantial warchest. The
Ekkers will fight every inch of the way and will attempt
to hide their assets and, therefore, going after the Ekkers
will be a full time job. To put it slightly differently, I
would have to give up my entire practice and only
proceed against the Ekkers. Not only would I have to
proceed against them in the courts, I would also have to
proceed against them on the public relations front.
That would require providing evidence to the editors
of all appropriate newspapers so that they and their
shills cannot use the newspapers to attack the
victims, appropriate law enforcement agencies, and
every one else concerned in their fraud.
You have indicated to me that you were contacted
by people that were defrauded in the approximate amount
of $2 million/$2.5 million. I believe it only fair for each
person to put up 10% of the amount he/she was
defrauded so that my warchest would be $200-250,000
for legal fees and costs. I would not proceed until and
unless that money was deposited in my Attorney’s Trust
Account so that I could be assured of receiving payment
for the services I render and for the substantial costs I
will incur. I will incur substantial filing fees and, in all
probability, incur substantial private investigators costs.
I think the above summarizes our conversation. As
I advised you, if the people cannot put up a warchest
equal to 10% of the amount they have been defrauded,
I am not interested in proceeding against the Ekkers.
If the people haven’t got the courage to put up 10%
of the amount they were defrauded to hopefully
recover the amount they were defrauded, then they
do not deserve competent legal counsel.
If I can provide additional information to you
or anyone, please contact me.
Sincerely yours,
{signed}
JASON G. BRENT
JGB/mm
You people can add anything you like to this
writing for anyone around KNOWS the truth of it
and we are bored and tired of it.
G: The “Gold” that we supposed to have
taken, was never the Ekkers.. They managed
to get ½ of it through the estate of David,
however, suggest you check with the courts..
D: Right, the gold was sent to PHOENIX
INSTITUTE: It was NOT Ekkers! So, why have
Ekkers been sued by Green, along with the four
BOXES of gold, that he might keep it?
Ekkers got nothing from the final court resolution.
The gold which had been worth nearly four hundred
thousand dollars, went down at least 25% in value
while tied up by Green after YEARS in litigation.
Almost ALL of the funds in point went to lawyers.
Hang in there, friends, it (can &) does get worse.
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George claimed the gold as a personal gift from Dave
Overton. Dave Overton traveled from Texas to Nevada TO
TESTIFY THAT IT WAS NOT EVER A GIFT TO
GREEN—PERIOD. It was for the Phoenix Institute and
David was broken-hearted over the theft by Green. And
Ekkers? As officers of the Institute, we had to, by law, make
every effort to reclaim the assets. THAT IS WHAT IT IS
ABOUT, READERS. Rick, Jaffe, Brent, and Dixon were all
at that hearing in Nevada—WITH DAVID OVERTON.
Which court does Mr. Green suggest with which to
check? There are courts involved from Fresno, Calif.,
Minden, Carson City, Reno, and Las Vegas (Nevada) to
Austin, Texas. We certainly hope you are NOT naive
enough to think all that was FOR FREE. All this had to
do with Phoenix Institute in which somehow Ekkers got
personally dumped into the pot and named as well.
Ugly? Well, most of the local people attended those
court hearings which were in reach and always witnesses
were present who were aghast at what took place.
One judge even shut the case down, which centered
around Green, because (published in the paper) he
would not allow ridicule or such references to Jesus
Christ in his courtroom. Well, there you have it—
Doris, who they published claimed to be Jesus Christ—
WAS NOT EVEN IN THE COURTROOM. GEORGE,
ABBOTT, AND HORTON WERE SEEN HAVING A
MAJOR PRESS CONFERENCE, HOWEVER!
It was at that hearing, in the hall, that Dixon and Jaffe
sat with Leon Fort who stated that there was never any
intent to SIGN any agreement (already formalized and some
minimum of $40,000 PAID BY PI TO LEON THROUGH
ABBOTT). The first $20,000 was given on an “immediate”
basis for Abbott to take a trip to Italy. It was claimed that
the $40,000, however, had been put into Abbott’s trust
account. That was one of the biggest nonsenses of all—
or he would be in prison today and not just up for possible
disbarment. Leon also said, at one point, that part of the
funds were used to “invest” in a local Minden BAR from
which Abbott would then share profits. Our guess is that
the funds had already been spent (in the BAR)! Not
signing the documents (agreements for repayment of
Infinite Balance) was all that saved Abbott’s neck.
The next OBVIOUS thing, since we saw the billings,
was Loon’s precious FRIEND, George Abbott,
PRESENTED charges for legal services FAR ABOVE
the value of the argued funds including the corporation
as a whole—to which Abbott ended up in control in
order to capture the loan documents (assets) personally.
Well, Leon didn’t want to talk about it. But he did
continue to join with any and every nit who produced
the next idiotic drama on TV or show-and-tell.
Leon’s problems began with Green and through Mr.
Green’s “emissary”, Ann Beam (her words not ours). Ms.
Beam became a “live-in” with Leon. Later, after much
trouble, I guess, she left him and went East to places
unknown to us. She left with Leon’s corporation, Infinite
Balance in her clutches as “President”, et al. The next
transfer went to a local agent in Abbott’s yard.
Now, just how it came to be that Ekkers had stolen
Leon’s mother’s money is a bit beyond reason or possibility.
By the way, an aside. Ann Beam came to Tehachapi and
“among us” from a coven—ah, indeed—a witch coven
in Arizona, we believe if memory serves, Sedona.
We had other people visiting and they recognized her and
she them. For a while Ann denied any “witch” association but
she was listed as a coven member. Who cared, then or
now? (Maybe we should, even a “white” witch.)
Well, she and a friend, Delores something, if memory
serves, came for a few days and stayed in the campground

near Leon’s trailer. Wow, within days Ann had a new
room (Leon’s) and the “friend” went away. Is this
relevant? Who knows—except it is known because E.J.
called Leon on a later weekend because George Green was
seen in Leon’s neighborhood. E.J. wanted to talk to Green.
The phone rang, Ann answered (on our speakerphone, no
less) and said “Leon is in bed but I’ll get him because
we were expecting your call—. This is Ann, your
emissary from Arizona, George...!” Now, is there
something to be missed here? I know that I, Doris, was
present as was Charles Neil and if I recall, so too was
Rick Martin, listening on our speakerphone.
This should not be “in point” here except that as Betty
Tuten enters the Green letter next, and it DOES become
important, for Betty became totally hooked to Ann and
Leon—even up to doing a TV show, internationally
syndicated, called EXTRA about this so-called Cult now
being associated by that bunch as “similar to Heaven’s
Gate” which had just committed some kind of suicide pact.
All that is, however, not for this writing.
This was so bad, however, that EXTRA asked for
follow-up visit since the entire thing had been handled
badly. We enjoyed the return visitors who happened to
be the “star” of the show and the producer of same, at
that time. They were going to run the rebuttal program
but, interestingly enough, the FBI (we were told) had shut
it down. Life is just forever interesting.
The conversation among the visitors was that we
certainly had a lawsuit and that they actually deserved it.
We felt they had only done what they were TOLD.
It was mostly just totally embarrassing for us but
absurdly entertaining to anyone just watching.
I’ll tell you one thing for sure. I would not like to be a
central leader in “goodly” (so-called) communal or spiritual
GROUP. Even when there isn’t one—you get dumped on
and an effort made to cover you over, as in a landfill.
I DO realize that it is our “guide” that “they” are after,
but that too is extremely entertaining in itself. Both Green
and Young claimed that they had taken Hatonn WITH
THEM and that HE had dumped Ekkers. Well, I am left
wondering who this bright and shining teacher is that has
kept us working our fannies off for God and has worn out
at least seven keyboards with MY FINGERS.
So, please, on we go—
G: Betty Tuten has sued them for her monies
(nearly a million, Sherri Yount (over $2,000,000.
CALL HER AND SEE IF I AM NOT TELLING
YOU THE TRUTH 407-832-6946.
D: Interesting to note that “Sherri” is misspelled
exactly the way it was misspelled in a letter authorizing
the pick-up and transport of corporation documents—
finally identified as Tuten. Surely “Sherri” would not
err in her own signature when, especially in business
documents she used the name “Ruth”.
Back to Betty Tuten and her “nearly a million”.
Nearly a million what? It certainly was not dollars
and certainly not to the Phoenix Institute and never a
cent to Ekkers of any kind, shape or otherwise.
Tuten did demand her funds paid—just like that—of
Rod Enz, then President of PI. There was no corporation
arrangement withstanding. She was glad to finally
recognize her “Bethel” as a corporation but Doris didn’t
even know what that was until the EXTRA re-visit.
Whatever the man’s name was (the Star, so we will call him
Mr. Star) shook a bunch of paper in my face and asked what
about these. I asked “what is that”? He said, “the Bethel
papers”. I had not the slightest idea what he was talking about
and he said they were Betty Tuten’s. There were at least 25
people present and I asked, “Who gave you this information
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in the first place?” He responded, “Well, Betty Tuten!”
It was also so obvious that I had no idea about what
he was talking that he finally bowed his head, shook it and
said: “I cannot go on with this.” Later he was overheard
talking with his camera people in the parking lot saying,
“Oh, shit, this is really a bad scene for us, guys.”
Now, let us just COUNT a bit. We know that Tuten
came to Tehachapi through Green. We also know that a
Canadian, Paul Berger became Betty’s financial adviser
when he had no notion of what he advised. He left
Tehachapi before Betty, with his companion, Dale. (They
had both left families in Canada—twin flames, maybe?)
Over a period of time Bethel something, did put loans
with the Institute. Over a period of time that was
around $402 thousand. Lots? Yes, but not only did she
receive monthly interest payments above average interest
rates, gold was purchased to secure the notes.
When Betty chose to leave Tehachapi she asked for
her money—in full—that very afternoon. A special
Director’s meeting was convened. Doris was neither a
director nor officer and DID NOT ATTEND. Betty said
she wanted ALL her money back right then, immediately.
Stunned, everyone looked to each other—what do
you do on a weekend when you have to sell gold,
clear banks and you name the problems for yourself.
She asked, “Well, how much do you have that you
can pay me?” E.J. said he might be able to round up
from anybody with cash, maybe $2,000.
Then Betty was made an offer of settling over a
period of time until she was paid out. She said she had
an emergency and that qualified as a reason to break
her own contract. Fine. She said she wanted it all
“RIGHT NOW” and stomped off—and, left town.
Her emergency? Well, it turned out it was to get the funds
to turn over to George Green for his “Development Project”.
She continued to receive interest payments until Greens’
attorneys got her an attorney in Las Vegas to try to put the
Institute into receivership and charged Ekkers personally.
In the interim, however, Betty Tuten “stole” three
corporations by walking into the NCH office saying she
had been asked by Shari Yount to “pick up her
corporations”. Funny thing was that Shari Yount had no
three, or otherwise, corporations. Shari only USED
three corporations which she never paid for and never
even rented. She was using them, however, and had
bank accounts for them. And just guess what bad
news for the Tuten escapaders: (SHADES OF
CONTACT) E.J. and Doris were in charge of those
corporations and were Officers and Directors. There
were full sets of corporate minutes and resolutions to
cover every action and turn, up to that minute.
When that trick didn’t fly, can you guess the next
move of these Legal Eagles? To get those corporations
they tried to secretly transfer them to another agency. We
caught the subterfuge just before a court hearing where
Horton was ready to claim the corporations. It was a bad
day for their side. Cort was right there in court to testify.
When that one didn’t fly as to gaining those Yount
notes and those corporations to which they were
assigned, Betty moved to Las Vegas AND APPOINTED
HERSELF AGENT FOR THOSE CORPORATIONS.
Is “anyone” still with me?
Those corporations were put into deep freeze
along with the notes put into security.
Now, move backwards a bit in time and let us
consider Shari Yount a minute.
Using the three corporations, Shari sold some mutual
funds and an annuity and sent money to PI to be deposited.
From that deposit she reclaimed some $600 thousand for
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her own accounts. In addition, several hundred thousand
dollars were put aside as security to be used if there was
a “call” on the gold bought to secure the loans.
Since Betty had gone to Florida and had
practically moved in with Shari as her “adviser”, the
gold stored against their purchases was put into a
single account to cover both Shari and Betty.
There is no question about that gold, people. We
turned over to the judge a receipt showing the entire gold
in holding for those two parties. The judge instantly gave
a copy of that PRIVATE document to Green’s attorneys
with Green present. That document was sent out to
everyone on Green’s mailing list. We were never sure
WHY, because it made OUR case and not his.
However, it became clear that trouble was brewing. A
“call” was made when gold went down in price. E.J.
talked to Shari who would cover the call the next day.
That is NOT what happened. Tuten talked her out of
making the cover and worse, Shari emptied her bank
accounts both for that purpose and her personal account
which made for a very large tax-liability for her.
We received the closure statements from the
banks. E.J. got in touch with Shari who wouldn’t
talk but said she wanted NOTHING more to do
personally or otherwise—“with those corporations”.
Now, neither of those adds up to three million dollars—
even out of the claimed $10,000,000—DOES IT? Moreover,
when you purchase gold to cover notes—THEY REQUIRE
MONEY, don’t they? What is this “investment” garbage?
Shari changed her phone number so many times
to keep George from calling that she couldn’t
remember her own number and this is not the first
time George has published her (assumed) number to
his mailing list, or worldwide, which ever came first.
SHARI YOUNT “NEVER” SUED EKKERS OR
THE PHOENIX INSTITUTE FOR ANYTHING.
MOREOVER, HER ATTORNEY WOULD NOT
EVEN RETURN THE PI COUNSEL’S CALLS.
Now, people, if you want to add all this up as best you
can—MR. GREEN KEEPS HIS RECORD OF LYING
ABOUT EVERYTHING! Shari would be in her 90s now
and to print her phone number is just about as low as any
viper can crawl—in my opinion. I do suggest, however,
that you call it if you wish to see if George is not telling
the truth (his words). Strange way to work: that
sentence as is all nicely capitalized for emphasis.
Shari asked us not to call either and these hounds have
“used” her ever since. We have honored that because she
has refused our calls, faxes and correspondence.
The judge, in court with Tuten present along with George
Green who had brought Betty to the court, told them to get
those original corporate records back, turn them over to Mr.
Ekker and give Mrs. Yount copies if she wanted them.
We have duplicate records because there was never anything
forthcoming. Fortunately, everything was duplicated at the
corporation agency because of all the harangue. They were
holding all the corporation records in separate files.
The location of those corporation records are
checked out often to make sure another big shift
hasn’t overcome good sanity judgment.
Now, if you want to calculate further as to
possible damages—try to guess what all was LOST to
PI through the loss of meeting the “call” on gold,
legal costs and pure harassment which is still ongoing
preventing any kind of management of the Institute.
Mr. Green called it “forced liquidation”. That would
certainly be interesting if there ever was or could be
$10,000,000 floating around packed in our luggage waiting
take off for Puerto Rico or Costa Rica or wherever. Mr.

Ence claimed he saw it all packed up in EKKERS’ HOUSE
CRAWL SPACE (???) and they were going to CHILI with
it. Now, somebody tell me why or how Mr. Ence would
be UNDER Ekkers’ house crawling around at any time?
We do know that Mr. Ence DID take cash funds out of
Mr. Ekker’s office on the ground floor of that house—
perhaps he crawled around as well with the other rats under
the floor. If he found anything packed, it would have been
those size 8-10 clothes I outgrew 20 years ago and still under
the house unpacked from the move from Los Angeles.
Anyway, the Betty Tuten statement is a lie and
the “Sherri” Yount tale is a lie. I wouldn’t correct
them for the nerdnik if I could.
Moving on:
G: Desiree and I advanced to the Ekkers over
$100,000, we also paid for everything else, along
with the publishing of all the plegerized [Do you
suppose he actually MEANT “plagiarized”? This is a
famous publisher, you know.] books.
D: George Green never advanced Ekkers ANYTHING
except headaches. He personally borrowed $150,000 from
PI and the notes stood as valid in COURT. I repeat, he
never “gave” anything to Ekkers except possibly a couple
of lunches and an invitation to his “crew” at the Bear Valley
Country Club. He has never paid one cent on those, either.
He took with him to Nevada the paper’s subscription funds,
the gold, and gave away computers to Dr. Coleman, etc.,
all belonging to PI. He even took Dr. Coleman’s book and
didn’t even give Coleman “author’s copies”. Well, we had
to pay for all prints, also, so what’s new? Coleman
suffered more indignities, I would guess, for he personally
transferred to Carson City WITH Greens.
One would ask logically: “What ‘plegarized’ books?”
You might assume that to be the information referring to
the University of Science and Philosophy over the use of
some of Dr. Russell’s “light” information. GEORGE
GREEN was named in that lawsuit by US&P—FIRST.
The books were never questioned as they were put on hold
by the court. There was never a trial. George had done
something to somehow get US&P to actually represent
him—and he never went to court at all. We were ordered
to not use the books until trial and we didn’t. There were
only four books that had any problems AT ALL and simply
by removing references to anything regarding Dr. Russell,
they were released. George tried and probably did get them
released to him—it was all worked out by attorneys,
including our own. Thank you, Rick—Martin got that little
snitch stopped and our attorney was caught in the middle
with too long a tale to even wish to approach at this time.
We simply corrected the five books and published them
by leaving out all references to any such Russell
information. Four were left to be BURNED by US&P.
There was NEVER a hearing (trial) on the matter. George
had settled and the Magistrate advised us to drop the
proceedings because it didn’t longer matter and was getting
outrageously expensive. We did so. There then followed
harassment of need to go to Fresno for financial hearings,
etc. They never found or produced a thing.
However, there apparently was some information in
our CONTACT reflective of something from US&P (we
never knew what) that was reported to US&P’s
LAWYERS that somehow seemed to indicate contempt
of court. So, came a demand regarding Contempt of the
JUDGE and Reason to Show Cause why Ekkers
shouldn’t be tried as Criminals. Well the Judge held the
hearing on schedule and pointed out to those US&P
lawyers why a Criminal case would be highly unwise and
suggested that Ekkers shouldn’t allow Mr. Young to
print any further information on the subject.
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The wonderful thing is that those books
contradicted the information but finished the theories
of said Dr. Walter Russell—but withheld the final keys
necessary to accomplish anything useful.
We certainly did use Russell’s drawings because I
can’t draw a straight line—even a well-curved line. I
know—I tried. A South African, Tom Astley, however,
could present breathtaking illustrations and understood the
entire presentation—actually from my (so-called) writings.
The world has yet to be able to get that incredible
information. Furthermore, Mr. Bellringer of infamous
Internet use, put those “banned” Journals on the Internet.
He had something to do with Green and then with
Ed Young/Rick Martin. In addition, Dr. Overholt
was supplying him with ALL the Journals to be
posted free of charge to whomever wanted to take
them off. No wonder we never got anywhere no
matter how hard we paddled this peddle boat.
Dr. Overholt is still holding some of our books ready
for publication until we pay him ransom money. Fine, I
guess with 300 books, we can wait a while longer.
Ah, but get the next. Please pay close attention
to THIS bouncing ball:
G: WE SETTLED A LAW SUIT WITH THE
UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE, WHEREBY WE
AGREED THAT 9 OF THE “:PHOENIX BOOKS”
WE(sic) TAKEN WORD FOR WORD FROM
THEIR BOOKS. DORIS EKKER COPIED
“WORD FOR WORD” NEARLY ALL OF THE
BOOKS AND WE THEN FOUND OUT ABOUT
THEIR SCAM IN DETAIL. (Capital emphasis mine.)
D: “We” settled NOTHING! NOTHING EVER!
What can he mean that “We settled a law suit with the
University of Science, whereby we agreed that 9 of the
“Phoenix Books” we (sic) taken word for word from their
books.”? This can only mean that George Green made
some kind of a bargain with US&P—which finally comes
out. “Nine” books were never really in question—only four,
and they could have been repaired suitably.
However, this man Green would even supply books
from authors and get permission to use their work. He did
this with such as Mullins, Dr. Anderson and many others.
Commander always backs up his presentations as closely
as possible to that which is already in press—to honor
those writers and correct errors or simply say “pay
attention”. Isn’t that what a publisher is for? Let us
consider that THIS particular publisher and distributor was
using us upon which to base his business and seminar
circuit while we were getting nothing but, again, that
proverbial work and headache. And, at this moment, a bad
backache. No wonder George Green nor Desiree ever
showed their faces in court—even though the courtroom
was full. (TO IDENTIFY THE REAL G.G., CHECK
WITH THE REAL AUTHOR OF IMMACULATE
DECEPTION and inquire how much he paid G.G. for
which he got, like Dr. John Coleman, nothing.)
George’s lawyers referred to us as a cult who
somehow got all our advice from extraterrestrials
and you name it. Everyone was in stitches,
including me, by the time the “hearing” was over
and the blood stopped dripping from our bodies.
IT JUST HAPPENED TO BE FIRST HEARD ON
THE DAY, APRIL 19TH, THAT WACO’S INCIDENT OF
BURNING OUT THE DAVIDIANS HAPPENED.
The next “contempt” hearing really probably should
have gotten me cited because I stood right up there and
reminded the Judge of that little coincidence. The Judge
just politely nodded and noted he “had forgotten that”. We
hadn’t even gotten to Heaven’s Gate at that time.
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Now, how many of you think it coincidental that
the case of the Federal Raids on Tehachapi places was
placed in THAT particular Federal Court? Again
Ekkers were personally NAMED—but Ekkers had
NOTHING WHATSOEVER to do with ANYTHING
about the case. George later backs that up, as you
have seen. Perhaps that is why it has not been
brought up again since last December and now a
year has elapsed. People, you finally get tired of
crying and finally just “get tired”.
“Scam”? Whose scam? I believe we know WHO!
Furthermore, until this minute, it hasn’t stopped.
Green still does seminars on the circuit trails—and
THAT is exactly what is wrong in America!
Next it gets even better:
G: Ask Rick Martin, even he who had over
$250,000 of our books, which we shipped to
him, said he gave all the money to the Ekkers..
We have spent and lost over a million dollars
over these “people” who have judgments against
them, the federal government after them, and
lots of attornies representing others.
D: Well, for one thing, I am appalled that this
man presents himself as a PUBLISHER-EDITOR.
There aren’t any such things as “attornies”; attorneys
are different, they don’t have to get an “ies” on the
end, unless they have made a NEW law.
I concur: ASK RICK. We don’t have an address or
phone number for Rick Martin-Cortright. But, if he has
$250,000 of PI money, we certainly do need to know,
don’t we? Well, we are sure he doesn’t—for we were
all getting along very well at the time referenced by Mr.
Green. (Besides, we know G.G. shipped nothing to
Rick; they left some 7000+/- volumes of the “banned
books” for Rick to sell—another clever ploy.)
G: If you think that the Ekkers are so
wonderful, then get in your plane and head to the
Phillippines and be with them.
E: Wow, Mr. Tomlyn never referred to
“Ekker(s)”. And, George, you don’t spell Philippines
with two “lls”. A world traveler and publisher should
know as much. I personally don’t know Mr. Tomlyn,
although I do believe we have met him—even when
George Green was probably in charge in Tehachapi.
Fine, I’m sure we would enjoy his company.
G: PS. I never lent [possibly “loaned”?] the
federal reserve money, but did give back an
extra million they wire transferred to my
account by mistake.
D: George Green GAVE BACK “an extra million”?
Say what? And just WHY might the Federal Reserve be
putting ANYTHING in Mr. Green’s accounts, much less
so carelessly over-depositing a paltry sum like a million
dollars? Well, Green being so honest and all—“gave it
back”. Are you kidding me? He claimed to be a close
working friend of Paul Volcker who preceded Alan
Greenspan to the throne of the Fed. He also produced
an alumni list to show us that George was an alumni
member of the “Intelligence” service which George
actually found amusing. We were too naive to even find
it amusing. I loved, and probably still do, the CIA, et al.
We have been accused of being with the CIA—but that
was ignorant to begin with and they, if it be so, are the
worst paying bunch of problems on the globe. Over
here in the Philippines if you are “White” you are
automatically in the CIA. I hope so. Perhaps they will
continue to LEAVE US ALONE while we get our project
functional. We would be happy to share with the CIA
and, indeed, our homeland, the United States of America.

At this time, however, Mr. Tomlyn, this is NOT
the prize location on the globe and I doubt you
would love it much—YET. We will get “there”,
though, and it will become paradise, I’m sure.
George gets emphatic next:
G: LESSON OF DISCERNMENT. ALL OF
THE EKKERS BOOKS WERE TAKEN FROM
OTHER SOURCES..
D: Sure, I guess by now he has read and memorized
all 300 of them? I can’t remember them but surely
Green can with the accuracy of his acute mind.
G: ie plagerized. They are the lie.. suggest you
call David Horton 775-883-1966 and ask what they
are and what the truth is. They certainly know
what they are doing!!and you are asleep by your own
words——Original Message——D: Who is “they”? Call Dave Horton about “they”?
Well, do so, readers. Mr. Horton is in very grave danger
of being called before the BAR to consider his license
suspension. This is thanks to George Green who, I
would also guess, has not paid Mr. Horton or Abbott for
all the services which are about to cost them dearly in
reputation. They have already been sanctioned by the
Supreme Court for frivolous suits and they are on appeal
again, so go for it, George.
I cannot tell if the books are supposed to be the lie
or if Ekkers are “the lie” referenced. If the books were
ALL taken from other sources, could it all be a “lie”? If
it be Ekkers in point, will it be George Green’s personal
attorney, who met me, Doris, in deposition with
“Greetings Commander”? This wondrous attorney then
went on after Doris walked out of the room after the
second “Greetings Commander” and after presenting my
Doris Ekker identification and was the one summoned to
the deposition. Doris agreed to return at PI’s request to
be deposed the next day and after the Judge had warned
Horton to have “respect”. He then gave a date that Doris
and Commander were on his radio program. That poor
man gave, repeat about three times, even the WRONG
YEAR. George Green’s little partner in crime, “Williams”
with a pen name of “Webber”, was present and disappeared
at first chance to escape. It was impossible to even
consider what that might have had to do with ANYTHING
in the case itself. Well, as an answer: NOTHING.
Mr. Abbott laughed (it was in his office) and
apologized about not having had time to raise the
ceiling or enlarge the doors for our visit. All the while
Abbott was getting so snockered he finally made a
scene, insulted the clerk taking records, and it was
something of a scene from Hell on a cool day.
Abbott extolled about the birds in Carson City and
interrupted Mr. Horton, who was slow enough, and
caused us to all look at said birds. Then he
expounded on what would happen to the area in
which we were sitting if the earthquake would hit. All
the while Mr. Fort was being charged for those
services—as was the Phoenix Institute and attorneys.
Attorneys can now keep depositions going for endless
DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS and, yes, YEARS.
One attorney, Mr. Steven Horn, even asked, for
two days, such questions of E.J. as “Can you
remember your first wife’s name and birthday?”
Then, can you remember your children’s birthday?
When it got to be my turn he asked my phone
number and no matter how I tried to remember it—it got
further away and I finally came up with my address
numbers. So I flunked “memory”. I couldn’t give the
NUMBER of the road from Tehachapi to Bakersfield
either—and it is the only highway to and from. Neither
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could I remember more than two or three of my thirteen
book titles and there was no cheating allowed, although
the books were right there stacked on the table.
Does the judicial system need attention? I would
guess so! But you go on and ask David Horton for his
opinion and, please, be sure and tell us the result.
We respected David Horton at one time because the
WISCONSIN (something) referred to him as “The
Constitutional Attorney”. Oh, toss the cookies!
This man claimed in court (you see, we always went
to court) in Nevada that he had filed papers on a case—
WHICH HAD NOT BEEN FILED AND THE JUDGE
KNEW IT. The Judge nailed him but let him off the
hook because he looked so stupid while blaming the
court staff for improper handling—“maybe”. NEVER,
NEVER, NEVER WAS GEORGE PRESENT IN THE
US&P NON-CASE AND MOSTLY NEVER SHOWED
UP UNLESS “ORDERED” AND NOT ALWAYS EVEN
THEN. SOMETIMES HIS LAWYERS DIDN’T SHOW
UP EITHER—OH, SMILE, WEARY TRAVELERS.
The first year in the churn Desiree sent me Mother’s
Day flowers. For the life of me I don’t know where
she fits. I am sure that Desiree presented some
exceptional writings. We heard at one time that she had
left George but we have no idea. She NEVER came to
any court hearings of any kind, even if she was named.
She was in deposition one time and about gave away the
farm, so George didn’t ever let that happen again.
Well, Lance, I could go on for another 900 pages
and still not tell it all—and you know what? I do wish
he was a receiver for the “Galactic” energies and
perhaps they would “recall” him as defective equipment.
It seems lots of people want this job—except ME. Since
we have been in Manila, in fact, an OLD FRIEND not
having been heard from in YEARS, wrote that she had
accepted the (my) job. Oh, well, there was the “boss”
that very day nagging to get on the keyboard.
I wish I could take credit for all this work—but like several
have said about and to me prior to now: “I just don’t believe
you are THAT smart, intelligent as you may be.” I join
THAT crowd. I just want to go home (if I had a home)
and hug my grandbabies and kids—along with the friends
we so dearly, dearly miss and continue to carry this game,
literally. But, we are in Manila with our colleagues headed
for Papua New Guinea and parts Indonesian and
Malaysian—and I still just want to come home.
I can’t even begin to tell you how LITTLE we even
think of such as George Green or his escapades. We
just know we will make good whatever developed there
from those escapades ASAP. But it will not be in such
a way as to be snatched by those criminals. Those
insipid clowns made Dave Overton, one of the dearest
men I have ever encountered, a laughing stock of the
court and papers in his home town of Austin. For
goodness sakes, Dave was a Professor of Mathematics
at the University of Texas and they made him appear the
total fool. THIS IS NOT A NICE WORLD!
God bless and keep us all—we certainly need it.
E.J. can add whatever he pleases. There is plenty
left unsaid but he is BUSY and his “busy” is
IMPORTANT. I was asked to respond, and so I have.
Doris J. Ekker. The J stands for my maiden name;
Jones, not Jesus as Mr. Abbott might infer. Dharma is
code-name for “typist” which of course must somehow
be “top secret”. [E.J.: We all know that is a crock—it
means Bringer of Life Truth—and probably lots of other
wondrous things. I should know. She is the best wife,
companion, partner, and friend any man (male of her
opposite sex) could possibly ask for.]
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GAIA Asset: Proof
That God Serves Us
7/4/01—#1 (14-322)
RE: U.S. INDEPENDENCE DAY; DR. MAHATHIR
SPEECH OF 4-5-01
UN CELEBRATION OF “INDEPENDENCE”
Why don’t we just celebrate whatever the Fourth of
July might mean to YOU? It certainly does NOT MEAN
“independence” from England nor the World Order. Enjoy
your flags and sparklers, hotdogs and apple pie—but
“independence” and “freedom” are relative terms of which
neither fits circumstances. It seems appropriate, however,
to renew patriotism and look carefully at “blessings”.
Years ago in one of Germain’s writings on patriotism
given on the Fourth of July, he said it all—perhaps that
should be resurrected. May God still find it worthy to
Bless America, for it was established to represent a light
unto the world. Have you kept the lamp-globe polished
or it is covered with soot so that the light can’t go forth?
Some of us are polishing as hard and fast as we
can but FREEDOM requires us ALL.
We pick no RELIGION as such. We do, however,
reject and disdain evil and, therefore, revere goodness.
Sort the possibilities for yourself, please.
It seems quite appropriate for us to set an example
of leadership which sets a worthy standard for people or
nations—and I am indebted to R.S. for acquiring the full
text which we will offer. It is a speech by Dr. Mahathir
Bin Mohamad of Malaysia.
Is he or we, Muslim? Are we Christian? Are we
Catholic? Are we “Indigenous” (whatever that might
mean but usually classified by the “above reproach”
evangelists as “pagan”)? By the way, IF YOU BELIEVE
IN GOD, YOU CERTAINLY DO BELIEVE IN
EXTRATERRESTRIALS, FOR SPIRIT WITHIN GOD
IS NOT A TERRESTRIAL “THING” OR “BEING”—IT
IS TOTALLY RELATED TO SPIRIT-SOUL.
If you can’t quite believe that this is truthfully
presented, I suggest you get your own copy from:
Embassy of Malaysia, 2401 Massachusetts Avenue,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20008. Identification follows:
[QUOTING: DATO SERI DR. MAHATHIR BIN
MOHAMAD, JW Marriott Hotel, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia,
04-05-2001 before THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF
THE WORLD EVANGELICAL FELLOWSHIP:]
[H: This is offered graciously with numbered
paragraphs which serve immediately well for
referenced discussions. God has certainly blessed
Malaysia by having leadership strong enough to stand
strong and build the nation rather than allow it to be
destroyed in corruption.]
I wish to thank the World Evangelical Fellowship for
inviting me to share my thoughts with participants at this
General Assembly of the World Evangelical Fellowship today.
2. Religion should be viewed as a way of life
envisioning, as its ultimate goal, the day when all men
can live together in perfect understanding and peace.
Historically, the beginnings of a religion are characterised
by the proclamation of positive truth in a flush of
enthusiasm. After the period of first exuberance,

however, there may be long centuries when men have to
practise their religion without anything comparable to the
initial exhilaration. Thus, even though there is no doubt
that many great religions have nurtured and shaped the
concerns and commitments of their adherents,
nevertheless as humans they can, and sometimes do,
direct their faith or religious commitments toward what
is not truly the teachings of the religion.
3. Hence, it is not surprising to find history being
replete with instances of religious conflicts, coercion,
persecution and intolerance even among co-religionists,
more so of course against those of other faiths! The
highlights are well known to all of us: the struggle over
monotheism in ancient Egypt; the bloody suppression of
the idolaters in Israel; the trial and execution of Socrates;
the killing of alleged heretics by Christians; periodic
pogroms against Jews; the Inquisition; the vicious
bloodletting of the religious wars between Protestants and
Catholics; and so on. In Islam too there have been
many so-called ‘jihad’ against fellow Muslims and
persecution of Christians and Jews in their societies.
During much of these the true teachings of Islam were
ignored or deliberately misinterpreted, as when some
Muslims declare other Muslims as apostates and infidels
in order to justify their wars against these people.
4. Consequently, there have been numerous
accusations by those who are against religion, that it is
the source of conflicts, persecutions and injustices. It
is also said to be the opium of life. In a way, a look at
the historical facts and evidence will tell us that some of
these charges appear to be justifiable. They are in fact
difficult to deny. But it is questionable whether they are
really due to the true teachings of the religions.
5. Before the rise of the Roman Empire, religious
intolerance was the rule rather than exception within their
society. Each tribe living within the Empire had its own Gods
or Goddesses who watched over its members and governed
the area. A person joining the tribe is forced to accept its
deities wholeheartedly. The ancient Israelites are known to
have committed vicious genocides against neighbouring
tribes partly at least due to religious differences.
6. When Christianity was adopted as the religion of the
Roman Empire in the late 4th Century, instead of tolerance,
more intolerance set in. Pagan temples were confiscated,
and their priests and priestesses were either persecuted or
massacred. Jews in particular were senselessly
persecuted as they were blamed for the betrayal and
crucifixion of Jesus Christ. Breakaway Christian
movements, including the Protestants and the Huguenots,
were hounded and forced into exile by the Catholics.
In turn the Protestants were intolerant of the Catholics
and others and would periodically burn so-called witches.
7. Then there were the Christian-Muslim warring
encounters. These prolonged and violent Crusades resulted
in the deaths of hundreds of thousands of Muslims and
Christians. The Crusades were justified on the grounds that
the primary aim was to make it possible for Christians to
go on pilgrimage to the Holy Land without threat.
8. Although the Crusades had no lasting effect in
the Islamic world, where they were seen as mere routine
frontier skirmishes of two opposing armies, the conflict
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influenced Christian perceptions of Muslims to this day.
That Christians had lived among Muslims in the land holy
to both religions was ignored. These Christians were
actually slaughtered along with the Muslims because they
dress in the same way as the Muslims. And so whole
populations of the towns of Palestine were put to the sword.
Forty thousand were slaughtered in Jerusalem alone.
9. When the Europeans colonised North America,
Africa, South and East Asia and Australia, millions of
natives were killed through wars or pure genocide
because their heathen lives were not regarded as worth
preserving. Forced conversions on pain of death were
practised especially where the Spaniards and the
Portuguese established their colonies. In the process the
locals became so divided that they would war against
each other to this day. This is what we are seeing in the
Philippines and Indonesia and elsewhere.
10. In the 20th Century, inter- as well as intra-religious
conflicts continue to afflict societies. These include: the
stand-off between the Roman Catholics and Protestants in
Northern Ireland that has resulted in thousands of deaths
among followers of each denomination, the Iran-Iraq war
of the 1980s leading to uncountable losses of lives and
destruction of properties, the genocide of 200,000 Muslims
by Serbian Orthodox Christians in Kosovo, Bosnia and
Serbia, and the tragic and cruel killings of Muslims
by Muslims in Algeria. In Palestine the cruel killings
are going on. The world stood by and hardly raised
a finger to stop these modern-day barbarisms.
11. Notwithstanding the above, the history of
inter-religious relations is also full of anecdotes of
cordial interactions between Christians and
Muslims. In fact this started as early as the time
when Muhammad was appointed Prophet.
[H: STOP RIGHT HERE, PLEASE.
UNDERSTAND WHAT THAT SAID: “... WHEN
MUHAMMAD WAS APPOINTED ‘PROPHET’”.
IT DOES NOT SAY “GOD”—AND IT DOESN’T
SAY ALLAH. IT SAYS “PROPHET” AND
WHEN YOU PEOPLE LEARN THE DIFFERENCE,
YOU MAY WELL ACTUALLY GET YOUR OWN
SOULS INTO BETTER BALANCE.]
A Christian, Waraqa ibn Nawfal was reported to
have reassured Muhammad that his traumatic experience
in the cave on Mount Hira in 610 C.E. was a genuine
call to prophet hood. Then the first group of Muslim
emigrants sought asylum in the Christian kingdom of
Abyssinia. The ruler Negus wept when he heard Jaafar
ibni Abi Talib reciting verses of the Quran about Jesus.
He then exclaimed that, “The difference between you
Muslims and us Christians is just this line”—(which he
drew in the sand with his walking stick).
12. It is also narrated that when the Christian delegation
from Najran came to see the Prophet Muhammad around
628 C.E., they were offered to say their prayers at the
mosque of the city. Why did the Prophet open the doors
of the Medina mosque for the visitors? He opened them
for the sons of his brother Isa or Jesus Christ.
13. Intolerance breeds injustice. Injustice invariably
leads to rebellion and retaliation, and these will lead to
escalation on the part of both, making reconciliation
almost impossible. It would appear that during times of
stress, despair and frustration, people become
increasingly irrational, and they do things which they
never think they are capable of. And so we see hideous
brutality perpetrated by the most gentle people.
14. Once started, religious strife has a tendency to
go on and on, to become permanent feuds. The situation
is not unlike the tribal feuds which existed among the
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ignorant pre-Islamic Arab tribes of the Arabian Peninsula.
Today we see such intractable inter-religious wars in
Northern Ireland, between Jews and Muslims and
Christians in Palestine, Hindus and Muslims in South Asia
and in many other places. Attempts to bring about peace
have failed again and again. Always the extremist
elements invoking past injustices, imagined or real,
will succeed in torpedoing the peace efforts and
bringing about another bout of hostility.
15. Perhaps religion and deep faith makes it
impossible for enmity between people of different
religious faith to become reconciled. It is because of this
that some advocate abandoning religions and faith in God.
Many now openly question the existence or relevance of
God. They claim that the world would be better if there
are no religions, no belief in God. The question that
must be asked is whether the fault lies with the religions
or is it with the people practising the religions?
16. Even a casual examination will reveal that the
adherents of most religions have deviated from the original
teachings. Some have become extreme and fanatical and
it is these people who give religions not only a bad image
but actually cause religions to deliver the opposite results
from what were originally promised. And these people
are so seemingly religious that few dared to go against
them for fear of being declared heretics. And so we
find the simple teachings of the Prophets becoming quite
different from the religions that we practise now.
17. The Quran says, “You faithful Muslims, do as
we have recommended and what was recommended to
Abraham, Moses and Jesus: unite in faith and do not
separate.” Unfortunately we find the followers of the
same religion divided into numerous sects and
denominations. Is this what was taught by our religions?
Religion should unite not only people of the same faith, but
all of humanity, whether they are of the same faith or not.
Religion should make people in the East brothers to the
people in the West; a White man brother to the Black man;
it should make the believers merciful and kind to all human
beings, even if that person subscribes to a different faith.
18. It is narrated that once when the Prophet
Muhammad was distributing alms to the poor, an idolworshipper asked for his share. Muhammad said to him,
“You are not of my religion, so I won’t help you. “ So
the poor man went away feeling very sad. At that very
moment the angel Gabriel came down from heaven with
an urgent message for Prophet Muhammad, which said,
you do not have to lead them all to your faith. That is,
you, Muhammad is not responsible for the religious
beliefs of all people, but for assisting them regardless of
their religion. You have to inform them, but whether
they follow or not is for God to determine. God shows
the right way to whomever He wants.
19. After the Prophet received the angel’s words,
he said “Send the man back to me.” He gave the man
what he needed and never again did he refuse to help
anyone in need, regardless of religion. God says, “What
you give others is for your own good.” It is as if
humanity is made of one soul, so if the rich man helps
the poor man, it is as if he were helping himself.
Muhammad like other messengers of God, was human and
human beings make mistakes. But God corrects them.
20. The edicts of God the Creator have been brought
down from heaven through the Prophets. They are not
only aimed at making peace among people but to encourage
them to join hands in brotherhood. Until mankind returns
to the true teachings, we will never be able to eradicate
intolerance. If intolerance is allowed to spread unabated,
then it will spell disaster for mankind. Today we talk

about human rights as if we have just realised it. But our
religions have promoted human rights thousands of years
ago. It is because we have forsaken the teachings of our
religion that we now have to rediscover human rights.
21. No one can be held responsible for acts
committed by his ancestors. Yet most of us are still
fighting each other because in the distant past our
ancestors had fought. Because 500 years ago the Turks
massacred the Serbs, today the Serbs are still bent on
revenge seeking to kill Muslims in Bosnia and Kosovo
because of what happened 500 years ago.
22. We are now at the beginning of a new century.
It is a good time to resolve to break away from the tragedies
of the past and to build on the realities of the present.
23. We now know what the 20th Century has brought
us. We had welcomed free trade and liberalism in the hope
that capital will be invested more widely and so help spread
wealth throughout the world. Capitalism was rather
subdued in the days of Socialism and Communism.
The Capitalists showed their friendliest face in order
to survive and defeat Communism and Socialism.
24. Now the Socialists and Communists are no
more. Capitalism is the winner. The option to defect is
gone and Capitalism need no longer be friendly. Greed
now rules, unabashed greed, Greed with a capital G.
Anything done in order to amass more wealth is
legitimate and honourable. Why should anything
stand in the way of unlimited acquisitiveness?
25. Perhaps the only hope lies in religion, in the true
teachings and not the corrupted teachings. God had always
sent Prophets to guide man whenever they strayed away
from the right path and suffer as a consequence. We have
a need now to return to religion as we face the new culture
of greed which is tending to destroy us. It should not be
just a renewal of faith but a return to the guiding principles
of religion which has always condemned greed.
26. The world, through a combination of God-given
resources and human ingenuity in terms of technology
has never been so rich as it is now. There really is no
need for anyone to take everything for himself in order
to be rich. There is enough for all of us to share.
Poverty in this day and age is indefensible and a disgrace
for the level of civilisation that humans have achieved.
No one should be poor if those of us who are not
religious are not so greedy. Certainly the rich must not
steal from the poor to further enrich themselves. Giving
away a fraction of that stolen money as charity cannot
be described as philanthropic.
27. In multi-racial, multi-cultural Malaysia it is also
worthwhile for religious leaders to revisit their roles as
we move into a new era in the development of society.
The greatest contribution they can make is in promoting
tolerance among their followers. For example, major
religions uphold good neighbourliness and the honoring of
family ties. These noble values should be given a strong
emphasis in all activities organised by the religious body.
28. Religious leaders may also wish to consider
setting up inter-religious working groups at the various
levels of the community. These can work to improve
mutual understanding, adopting best-practice models from
successful experiments where effective local and national
mechanisms have been established for inter-communal
communication, awareness and acceptance of the
undertakings made when one is converting to another
religion for whatever reason. Sensitivity to the beliefs of
others must prevail. Islam makes it clear that we must
accept that others will believe in their own beliefs,
worship in their own way. To them their religions, to
the Muslims theirs. Just as Muslims must accept the
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other rights to their own faith, others too must accept
and respect the rights of Muslims as Muslims.
29. This is in line with verse 48 of Surah Al-Ma’idah
of the Holy Quran translated thus, “To thee (O
Muhammad) We sent the scripture in truth, confirming the
scripture that came before it, and guarding it in safety. So
judge between them by what God has revealed, and follow
not their vain desires, diverging from the truth that has
come to thee. To each among you, We have prescribed
a set of rules of practical conduct and a spiritual way
and an open way. If Allah had so willed, He would have
made you a single people, but His plan is to test you in
what He has given you, so strive as in a race in all
virtues. The goal of you all is to Allah; it is He that will
show you the truth of the matters in which you dispute.”
30. The young generation should be the target of a
consistent effort to protect and preserve religious
tolerance. Young children are usually free of biases and
prejudices. Pupils at the kindergarten level have no
qualms about studying and playing together. They often
walk hand in hand without the slightest feeling of
distrust and insecurity. They provide the best example
of tolerance and peaceful co-existence.
31. However, more often than not this splendid and
cordial relationship will cool off as they grow up.
Parental input and other environmental influences may
start to shape their minds. And this will result in
prejudices they had not known before. The relevant
religious authorities should look into ways of halting
the loosening of the bondage of friendship of these
young children. They can be made known of each
other’s similarities and differences, as far as religion
is concerned. And it must be impressed on them that
if they could respect one another, then living together
as a community, even while professing different
faiths, would not be an impossible task at all.
32. The other vital role of religion in this postmodern age is ensuring harmony in society by not
knowingly and blatantly sowing the seed of discord.
It is true that it is the nature of some religious
denominations that propagation of their faith is
obligatory. But we should be careful that we don’t
propagate religions at the cost of conflicts and
violence. Such conflicts can only bring about an
environment where religions cannot thrive.
33. We must be careful when undertaking matters
involving religion. The sensitivity of others of different
religious prescriptions must be given due considerations.
34. Let us hope that the 21st Century will once again
give religions a role in the life of mankind, a role which
can be good and constructive, provided we do not deviate
from the teachings in our attempts to establish the
righteousness of our own faiths.
[END OF QUOTING]
This is being offered on this the Fourth of July
celebration in the United States of America, one nation
MEANT to be “under God” WITH LIBERTY AND
JUSTICE FOR “ALL”.
When you-the-people of the human species get it
together in honor and respect for one another and your
planet, perhaps Creator will be able to say unto us: “Well
done my good and faithful—children.” God has and
shall always SERVE US and please don’t forget it.
Au da pau da cum... hATONn
Please feel free to call me Hatonn—or, yes,
indeed, “Old Dad” will do very well also. Old
Prophets never die, they just keep coming on back,
and back and back—always a little harder!
dharma
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The News Desk
By John & Jean Ray
TRYING TO DECIPHER
THE MANIPULATION MECHANISM
By “alpinegb”, gold-eagle.com, 6/13/01
I am a lurker who occasionally posts. GOLD-EAGLE,
a really outstanding site, and this forum have greatly
contributed to extend my knowledge of the gold market
and its ramifications—and I wish to thank all the site
participants and share my observations as a small
contribution. Thank you, Dr. Vronsky and your colleagues
for letting free access to your site to the entire planet, for
providing a space of truth to counter the misinformation of
the jungle of rigged financial markets and for having created
a meeting point of great quality to the world gold bugs.
In former posts, I tried to explain my vision of the massive
devaluation of monies taking place presently, i.e. devaluation
against gold as in the early 1930s. A recent trip to the U.S.
provided the missing piece of the puzzle, especially the reason
of the high and abnormal value of the U.S. Dollar versus the
Euro. I gather from reading various posts that it is widely
believed the Euro is a weak currency and will remain as such
as long as Europe will be burdened by its social heavy
mechanisms. For my part, I believe this is of little effect and
an almost equal parity, or a parity slightly in favor of the
Euro, has already been decided or decreed by the CBs in
spite of the differences of economies. The present wide
disparity is, I believe, part of the devaluation scheme and
of the present and temporary gold price suppression.
For all of us gold bugs it is obvious that there is a gold
manipulation. Did it ever occur to you that there is also a
currency manipulation? Probably not, as the amount of money
involved in daily exchanges is by far too large to permit such
a manipulation; this is what a banker recently told me. Think
twice and make a simple calculation: Divide the present Euro
price of an ounce of gold by its price in U.S. dollars and you
get the exact rate of exchange!! Example as per Kitco.com on
June 8, 2001: Euro 313.85 divided by US $ 266.70 = 1.1742
You can do that every day and you will obtain the
Euro daily exchange rate against the U.S. dollar showing
on all money sites. Now, if you believe in the gold
manipulation, this small demonstration proving the gold
connection to the mentioned currencies should lead you
to think that currencies are also manipulated.
Why is the U.S. dollar so over valued? Here is my
explanation following observations made during my recent
U.S. visit. Having not been there for 18 months, I could
not believe the level of inflation reached in the meantime.
Gas I used to pay $1.35 was at $1.899, a tunnel fee that
was $1.50 is now $2.00 and the same price increases were
valid for groceries, restaurants and hotels. The price difference
between my visits only 18 months apart must be around 2530%. This prompted me to include this data in my TA.
For memory, I should point out that when the Euro
bottomed at 1.2230 against the U.S. dollar on October 26,
2000 the gold price was at U.S. $266.00. Everyone noticed
that when the gold price goes “astray” it is soon pulled back
to U.S. $266.00—which happens to be the point of
convergence of gold with regard to currencies involved in
the mentioned massive devaluation. It was there last week
and the Euro/Dollar rate happened to make a double top,
closing slightly over 1.19—and it seems now to be

heading down again. Does that explain the recent
spike in gold? In my opinion it could; here is why:
If we admit that parity or a small advantage to the Euro
has been decreed, the gold price for both should be close or
almost the same. Last week the Euro was devaluated by 27
% against its lowest gold price (Euro 246), which means it has
already been devaluated by that amount. The U.S. dollar
instead was overvalued by approximately 19% against the
Euro and devalued around 6% to gold’s lowest price
($252) giving a total of inflation of 19 + 6 that is 25%.
At this point, the Euro zone has already registered a de
facto devaluation or inflation of 27% and the U.S. dollar is
overvalued by approximately 25%—but its hidden or
unrecognized inflation is 25-30% as per my observations
during my recent trip. Therefore, both have almost the same
inflation, but since the gold price is in U.S. dollars, a move by
the latter affects both currencies in opposite directions. In other
words, when the U.S.-dollar gold price increases, the U.S. dollar
devalues and the Euro revalues. In the end, that is when both
currencies reach equilibrium, the gold price will be at U.S.
$332-333 and the devaluation cycle will be completed, that
is equal to a 55-60% devaluation against gold. Both
currencies seem now ready for this convergence.
In my humble opinion, the gold bugs live the last
moments of truth with regard to this massive
devaluation—and it might be the deadline for the one
occasion in a lifetime. Please weigh these observations,
but do not take this as an investment suggestion.
Would Mr. Greenspan and his peers be tempted to decree
a new gold price equal to U.S. $332-333 per ounce before
letting things go out of hands, that is when the street man
discovers the gold/currencies manipulation scheme? The open
positions of the BB must be covered to this level by now. This
decree could happen for example on a Sunday; the manipulation
is obvious and has been revealed anyway, so another bit of the
same medicine will not alter the picture much more! The World
Gold Counsel could probably help the man on the street
understand the sudden revival of demand brought by new
fashionable gold jewelry! I hope I don’t give the cabal an idea.
GOLDENBAR BRIEFS
By Edmond J. Bugos, gold-eagle.com, 6/14/01
GOLD PRICES READY TO SOAR
Despite the year’s heavy-handed dollar-induced
commodity deflation, gold prices have been acting
generally well. Copper prices, however, broke down
from a broadening pattern of prices late last week, on
a rise in open interest, indicating aggressive short
sellers were at work. Yet gold prices were able to
rally with equal intensity, indicating to us the possibility
that dollar bulls (commodity bears) cashed in their
gold shorts in favor of the weaker industrial metal.
Having said that, we need to remain vigilant about
if and when Phelps Dodge will cut production?
Perhaps as soon as their energy costs rise again…
which frankly, might be as early as this week.
Furthermore, the U.S. housing market is strong.
Sales of new and existing homes in April totaled an
annual rate of 6.1 million—just shy of the record
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pace of 6.2 million units set in the first quarter.
Additionally, some of the Agricultural commodities
have been acting better over the past month or so, and
today the U.S.D.A. (U.S. Department of Agriculture)
reported several slight reductions in ending stocks
estimates for 2001-2002. Cereal prices are trending,
strongly, wheat prices have been more than just firm—
and even the soybean markets look perky over the past
few weeks. The Goldman Sachs Agricultural index
reflects these bullish pressures. Weather conditions are
expected to worsen in key parts of the United States this
summer, and an increasing regulatory burden on farming
in the U.S., particularly in California, has undoubtedly
contributed as much as Fed policy has to the relative
stickiness of prices regardless that dollar bulls
literally step all over the other global currencies.
Gold prices will likely get some direction if our
stock market outlook proves correct, but they will
need a declining dollar to sustain.
It’s Still a Bear Market
We have observed a series of short-term topping
patterns in the popular averages: The S&P 500 may be
developing a 6-week head & shoulders, with support
at 1233 in the cash market. The NASDAQ and
AMEX reveal similar patterns, but could be interpreted
as triple tops. The NYSE composite index, on the
other hand, has today traded through support at
roughly 635. The Dow transports have also broken
down today. If the Dow Industrials fall below
nearby support at 10700, we expect a sharp sell
off. All of these markets are in a primary to
intermediate bear market, so the surprise remains
on the downside. Our call is for Dow 7000!
As the week unfolds, markets will reconcile their
inflation expectations to that of the government’s figures:
import prices on Wednesday, the PPI on Thursday, and
the CPI on Friday. Expectations are for the reported
rates to come in slightly higher than last month. The
surprise everywhere else (except for Japan) has been
on the upside, so the risk is to the dollar, and
financial assets, this week. We further expect that
gold prices will soon factor in a new paradigm—
referred to by Rob Weinberg, new head of institutional
investment at the World Gold Council, in his speech
at the council’s 15th annual meeting in May—and that
the fund buying, which has been oft cited of late, will
continue to persist over the medium term:
World Investment Markets & Opportunities for Gold
U.S. Dollar Losing Breadth
The Canadian Dollar has run off to make a higher
high, and is leading the Aussie dollar now too, even as
the trade-weighted dollar index runs off to yet another
high. Dollar bulls are feeding off of the weak sentiment
in the pound and euro at the moment. The euro is only
approaching its October 2000 low against the dollar, but
the pound is already off to new lows as the
Conservatives have been fear mongering British Voters
into forsaking the euro, in favor of the dollar.
In our opinion, the ECB cannot afford to see the
euro break down, with inflation rates as high as they
are right at the moment. We expect that they will act
this month if the pressure on euro persists. Forex
activity today may already be discounting that, as the
euro was last seen up nearly ½ of a U.S. penny—
though the rumors cited potential ECB intervention in
the Forex market. Nonetheless, we fully expect that
a rise in interest rates by the ECB will be good for the
Euro as it just may invert the TED spread.
Dollar/Yen looks shaky. Weak economic reports out
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of Japan have put slight pressure on the Yen, but
outperforming asset markets, particularly the JGBs, in
Japan have mitigated that for now. Unless the Dollar can
make a higher high against yen, the primary trend for
dollar/yen is still down… believe it or not.
So while the dollar index storms onwards and
upwards, we see that its breadth is contracting.
Dollar Baloney
Rising oil and gas inventories have enabled dollar
bulls to pressure oil prices by playing off the rise as
potential supply. We believe they have got it backwards.
We see it as typical inflation-induced hoarding behavior. We
are confirmed in our observation by the rise in long-term yields,
across the board, and the decline in the yield on the
inflation-indexed securities offered by the U.S. government.
Consequently, we are expecting the now oversold
energy complex to come to life this summer as the
effect of Fed policy grabs hold, and as the rise in
inflation expectations resumes. This morning, the IEA
(International Energy Agency) noted that a tight balance
exists in oil markets, and called for higher prices. Brent
Crude prices remain in a bullish divergence, indicating to
us that declining U.S. commodity prices are really only
due to one thing: an aggressive dollar policy.
Gold bulls know what that means! Every action
has an equal and opposite reaction.
Good Luck,
Edmond J. Bugos, Editor—The Goldenbar Report
GOLD POTPOURRI
By Robert Chapman, gold-eagle.com, 6/19/01
Gold is now acting the way it used to act. The
action is the best in years and professionals are well
aware of the market changes. The gold manipulators
are finally losing to the new Gold Syndicate.
Strong hands are now committing themselves to
the long side of the market. The specs are long,
the commercials flat and volatility rules the day.
The South African government and the mining
industry reached an agreement on private ownership
of mineral rights. A new draft bill will stipulate
objective criteria the minister will have to follow for
allowing or refusing a license and will make explicit
reference to companies’ rights of appeal. A $100
million fund will be set up to support small Black
mining companies and to finance acquisitions.
Resistance on the XAU is 62.58 with support at
55.00. The XAU is presently 60. A break over 62.58
would put gold at $325 to $338 an ounce.
For the first time in 25 years we are seeing real
negative rates of return of minus 2 to 3%. This is the
scenario we faced in 1976 just before the greatest bull run
in gold, silver, platinum, palladium and diamonds, which
brought great fortunes to those who had the foresight
and guts to commit themselves to stocks and coins. The
great bull market in precious metals has begun.
We are about to find out whether our system of
government does in fact work for the people. The Reg
Howe/GATA lawsuit representing the people will shortly
either be accepted or rejected by a federal judge. We are
very optimistic that the court will accept the suit. If so,
we will then be able to pursue the manipulators of our
markets, specifically the gold markets. The mad scheme
will finally be uncovered, and their megalomania exposed.
If we are denied due process, we must still pursue the
manipulators and attempt to stop them. If we do not—
and our financial system collapses—the backlash will be

devastating to world society. We are about to find out
whether we really have any say in government.
Although the suit pertains to the gold market,
there is no question almost all markets are being
rigged in order to perpetuate a rotting world
financial structure. We have in the past and will
continue in the future to bring you intelligence that
hopefully will allow you to protect your assets.
*Agnico-Eagle Mines Limited (AEM-NYSE)
For almost three decades, Agnico-Eagle has been
mining gold in one of the world’s most productive
regions—the mineral-rich Cadillac Belt on the Canadian
Shield—and establishing a solid reputation as experienced
mine builders and low-cost producers who deliver what
they promise. The future looks even brighter.
Agnico-Eagle is an established Canadian gold producer
with operations located principally in Northwestern Quebec
and exploration and development activities in Quebec,
Ontario and Nevada. Agnico-Eagle’s operating history
includes almost three decades of continuous gold production
primarily from underground mining operations. Current
proven and probable reserves stand at 3.3 million
contained ounces, with an additional 4.5 million ounces
in the mineral resource category at its LaRonde Mine.
*Goldcorp (GC-NYSE) reports first quarter results,
in line with Street expectations, costs at Red Lake
average $54 an ounce. BMO Nesbitt Burns reiterates
“outperform”, and 12-month target price of $8.78.
Canaccord maintaining, “market perform” and $7.80
target price. National Bank financial reiterates, “buy”, no
target price indicated. RBC Dominion is unchanged at
“outperform”, and has 1-year target price of $8.75.
Research Capital continues, “buy” rating, with 12-month
target price of U.S.$11.05. Scotia Capital maintains,
“hold” rating, with 1-year target price of U.S.$8.45.
Today, I would like to discuss recent events in the
over-the-counter (“OTC”) derivatives markets and to
share some thoughts about the appropriate role of
regulation in responding to them. The events surrounding
the financial difficulties of Long-Term Capital
Management L.P. (“LTCM”) raise a number of important
issues relating to hedge funds and to the increasing use
of OTC derivatives by those funds and other institutions
in the world financial markets. LTCM is a hedge fund
that was able to borrow billions of dollars based on the
reputation of its principals and its profitable trading. It
entered into enormous positions in exchange-traded and
OTC derivatives. When prices moved against it, it
was on the verge of defaulting on its commitments.
The Federal Reserve Bank of New York encouraged
its major creditors and counter-parties—many of the
largest U.S. and European banks and investment
banks—to infuse $3.6 billion into LTCM to prevent its
collapse and the possible disruption of the global
economy. Most of the regulatory issues posed by the
LTCM episode were raised by the Commission in its
Concept Release on OTC Derivatives in May 1998,
which initiated the Commission’s current study of the
OTC derivatives market. The issues include lack of
transparency, excessive leverage, insufficient
prudential controls, and the need for coordination
and cooperation among international regulators.
Lack of Transparency
While the CFTC and the U.S. futures exchanges had
full and accurate information about LTCM’s exchangetraded futures positions through the CFTC’s required
large position reports, no federal regulator received
reports from LTCM on its OTC derivatives positions.
Notably, no reporting requirements are imposed on
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most OTC derivatives market participants. This
lack of basic information about the positions held by
OTC derivatives users and about the nature and
extent of their exposures potentially allows OTC
derivatives market participants to take positions that
may threaten our regulated markets or, indeed, our
economy without the knowledge of any federal
regulatory authority. Furthermore, there are no
requirements that a hedge fund like LTCM provide
disclosure documents to its counter-parties or
investors concerning its positions, exposures, or
investment strategies. It appears that even LTCM’s
major creditors did not have a complete picture. A
hedge fund’s derivatives transactions have
traditionally been treated as off-balance sheet
transactions. Therefore, even though some hedge
funds like LTCM are registered with the
Commission as commodity pool operators and are
required to file annual financial reports with the
Commission, those reports do not fully reveal their
OTC derivatives positions.—Robert Chapman, THE
INTERNATIONAL FORECASTER, an international
financial, economic, political and social commentary.
FOR A FREE INTRODUCTORY COPY GO TO:
Robert Chapman bif4653@home.com
BRITISH SCIENTIST SAYS
MIND CONTINUES ON AFTER BRAIN DIES
By Sarah Tippit, Reuters, 6/29/01
LOS ANGELES—A British scientist studying heartattack patients says he is finding evidence that suggests
that consciousness may continue after the brain has
stopped functioning and a patient is clinically dead.
The research, presented to scientists last week at the
California Institute of Technology (Caltech), resurrects
the debate over whether there is life after death and
whether there is such a thing as the human soul.
“The studies are very significant in that we have
a group of people with no brain function... who have
well-structured, lucid thought processes with
reasoning and memory formation at a time when their
brains are shown not to function,” Sam Parnia, one of
two doctors from Southampton General Hospital in
England who have been studying so-called near-death
experiences (NDEs), told Reuters in an interview.
“We need to do much larger-scale studies, but the
possibility is certainly there” to suggest that
consciousness, or the soul, keeps thinking and
reasoning—even if a person’s heart has stopped, he is
not breathing and his brain activity is nil, Parnia said.
He said he and colleagues conducted an initial
yearlong study, the results of which appeared in the
February issue of the journal Resuscitation. The study
was so promising the doctors formed a foundation to
fund further research and continue collecting data.
During the initial study, Parnia said, 63 heart-attack patients
who were deemed clinically dead—but were later revived—
were interviewed within a week of their experiences.
Of those, 56 said they had no recollection of the
time they were unconscious and seven reported having
memories. Of those, four were labeled NDEs in that they
reported lucid memories of thinking, reasoning, moving
about and communicating with others after doctors
determined their brains were not functioning.
FEELINGS OF PEACE
Among other things, the patients reported
remembering feelings of peace, joy and harmony.
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For some, time sped up, senses heightened and
they lost awareness of their bodies.
The patients also reported seeing a bright light,
entering another realm and communicating with dead
relatives. One, who called himself a lapsed Catholic and
Pagan, reported a close encounter with a mystical being.
Near-death experiences have been reported for
centuries but in Parnia’s study none of the patients were
found to have received low oxygen levels, which some
skeptics believe may contribute to the phenomenon.
When the brain is deprived of oxygen, people
become totally confused, thrash around and usually
have no memories at all, Parnia said. “Here you have
a severe insult to the brain but perfect memory.”
Skeptics have also suggested that patients’ memories
occurred in the moments they were leaving or returning to
consciousness. But Parnia said when a brain is traumatized by
a seizure or car wreck, a patient generally does not remember
moments just before or after losing consciousness.
Rather, there is usually a memory lapse of hours
or days. “Talk to them. They’ll tell you something
like: ‘I just remember seeing the car and the next
thing I knew I was in the hospital,’” he said.
“With cardiac arrest, the insult to the brain is so severe it
stops the brain completely. Therefore, I would expect
profound memory loss before and after the incident,” he added.
Since the initial experiment, Parnia and his colleagues have
found more than 3,500 people with lucid memories that
apparently occurred at times they were thought to be clinically
dead. Many of the patients, he said, were reluctant to share
their experiences—fearing they would be thought crazy.
A TODDLER’S TALE
One patient was 2-1/2 years old when he had a
seizure and his heart stopped. His parents contacted
Parnia after the boy “drew a picture of himself as if out
of his body looking down at himself. It was drawn like
there was a balloon stuck to him. When they asked what
the balloon was he said, ‘When you die you see a bright
light and you are connected to a cord.’ He wasn’t even
3 when had the experience,” Parnia said.
“What his parents noticed was that after he had been
discharged from the hospital, six months after the
incident, he kept drawing the same scene.”
The brain function these patients were found to have
while unconscious is commonly believed to be incapable
of sustaining lucid thought processes or allowing lasting
memories to form, Parnia said—pointing to the fact that
nobody fully grasps how the brain generates thoughts.
The brain itself is made up of cells, like all the body’s
organs, and is not really capable of producing the subjective
phenomenon of thought that people have, he said.
He speculated that human consciousness may work
independently of the brain, using the gray matter as a
mechanism to manifest the thoughts, just as a television
set translates waves in the air into picture and sound.
“When you damage the brain or lose some of the
aspects of mind or personality, that doesn’t necessarily
mean the mind is being produced by the brain. All it shows
is that the apparatus is damaged,” Parnia said, adding that
further research might reveal the existence of a soul.
“When these people are having experiences they
say, ‘I had this intense pain in my chest and suddenly
I was drifting in the corner of my room and I was so
happy, so comfortable. I looked down and realized I
was seeing my body and doctors all around me trying
to save me—and I didn’t want to go back.
“The point is they are describing seeing this thing in the
room, which is their body. Nobody ever says, ‘I had this
pain and the next thing I knew my soul left me.’”

USE CASH TO BUY POSTAGE
MAKES YOU SUSPECT AT POST OFFICE

GPS IN RENTAL CAR
NAILS CUSTOMER FOR SPEEDING

By John Berlau & Stephanie Taylor, InsightMag.com, 7/1/01

By Richard Stenger, CNN, 7/1/01

Since Insight exposed the U.S. Postal Service’s customersurveillance program “Under the Eagle’s Eye” (see “Postal
Service Has Its Eye on You,” July 2-9), the eyes of many
privacy advocates have focused like a laser on the agency.
“Warning! The Post Office could report YOU as a drug dealer
or terrorist,” reads a press release from the Libertarian Party,
which helped generate some 300,000 letters that helped defeat
the government’s proposed “Know Your Customer”
surveillance rules for banks two years ago (see “Snoops
and Spies”, Feb. 22, 1999). Until the Postal Service drops
its orders to postal clerks to report certain legal financial
transactions as “suspicious activity”, the Libertarian Party
and others are urging consumers to purchase money
orders, wire transfers and cash cards elsewhere.
But now Insight has learned that it’s not just purchases of
these financial instruments that the post office reports as
suspicious. A training video and manual obtained by Insight
indicate that you also could be reported as a “suspicious”
customer when you put money on a postage meter,
particularly if it’s in cash. In the video, after a jewelrystore owner hands a postal clerk $50,000 cash to put on
his postage meter, the clerk is told to report this as a
suspicious transaction. Even though it may be perfectly
legal, using this much cash is “strange”, the video says.
But what is “strange” to privacy advocates is why the
Postal Service reports postage-meter transactions at all.
Treasury Department regulations that next year will apply
Bank Secrecy Act provisions to sellers of money orders and
other financial instruments, which the Postal Service uses
to justify “Under the Eagle’s Eye”, say absolutely nothing
about purchases of postage as a “suspicious” activity.
“If putting a lot of money on your postage meter is
a sign of criminal activity, I’m afraid we’re going to have
to have a little talk with our own office manager,” says
George Getz, spokesman for the Libertarian Party, which
uses a postage meter to send mass mailings. “I don’t
know how somebody would go about laundering
money like that. It seems preposterous. Do you
launder money 32 cents at a time? That’s crazy.”
According to the Postal Service, even transactions of a
few thousand dollars in cash should arouse suspicion. “If they
[customers] wanted $5,000 on their postage meter, they
wouldn’t pay for that in cash,” says Gerry Kreienkamp,
a Postal Service spokesman. “That’s just not the way
business is done.” [MM: Does he really mean the
way his Khazarian-type business is done?!]
But privacy advocates say it’s not unusual for small retailbusiness owners to pay for mailings with large amounts of
cash. It is normal, for instance, for restaurant or store owners
who want to send out promotional mailings to go to the post
office and put the cash receipts for that day on their postage
meters, says Brad Jansen, deputy director of the Free Congress
Foundation’s Center for Technology Policy. “It would
not be unusual that a retailer would, one, be using cash
and, two, have to put out a great deal of postal mailings.”
Kreienkamp says that “Under the Eagle’s Eye” does
not apply to purchases of stamps and “philatelic” items.
But why, then, does the program apply to postage on
meters, which is merely “electronic stamps”, asks
Rick Merritt, executive director of Postal Watch.
Jansen cautions that consumers should assume that
any products they purchase at a post office could get
them reported as a “suspicious” customer. “The intent
is to make this as all-encompassing as possible,” he says.

An ordinary trip turned into an Orwellian ordeal for
one Connecticut driver, forced to pay multiple fines after
a car rental company tracked his every move via satellite.
James Turner of New Haven took Acme car rental
company to court, calling the technology too intrusive.
Acme countered that Turner knew the risks. Regardless,
the litigation has such an unexpected high-tech spin that
the state attorney general joined the legal fray.
When Turner needed a van to drive from New Haven to
Virginia some months ago for business, he turned to a merchant
near his home that he had relied on many times in the past.
But the theater box office manager overlooked
a clause in the contract stating that its vehicles
were equipped with a Global Positioning Satellite
(GPS) system and that going over the speed limit
would cost $150 per infraction.
When he returned home and tried to use his ATM
card, he discovered that the rental company had taken out
$450 from his account. Acme Rent-A-Car had determined
that he had gone over the speed limit three times and dipped
into his account for each one. [MM: How many still think
things aren’t too bad here in hometown, U.S.A.?]
“They took the money out before I returned the car,”
Turner told CNN this week. “I was very, very surprised. I was
not aware of what GPS could do. I thought it was an
onboard navigation system, to use when you get lost.”
High-tech tracking
The van was outfitted with more than standard
GPS technology. It had a much more sophisticated
monitoring system, AirIQ, which allowed Acme to
check Turner’s speed and location.
Turner hired a lawyer and went to small claims court, but
Acme said Turner was well aware of the contract provisions.
“I don’t think it was too intrusive. The warning
is printed in big bold letters on top of the contract,
saying any sustained speeds over 79 mph would be
subject to fines,” said Max Brunswick, Acme’s
attorney. [MM: I wonder what Acme’s piece of the
action is in this nightmare 1984-type scam?]
“It’s not something that’s in the fine print. It’s
explained to the customer and the customer has to initial
it,” he said. Bernadette Keyes, Turner’s counsel, countered
that while some Acme customer contracts did include a
specific speed limit, the one her client signed did not.
Making money or tracking cars?
Turner protested that the company had no system of due
process by which he could challenge the charges. Brunswick
said that for each infraction, the satellite system notified Acme
only after Turner had gone over 80 mph for at least two
minutes. [MM: How considerate of those nice folks!]
“The real purpose is not to make money from people
speeding. The real reason is to track cars,” Brunswick said.
The monitoring system allows Acme to find cars that
are not returned, a persistent problem that can drive
small car rental companies out of business, he said.
Moreover, drivers knowing their speed is being checked
tend to drive slower, leading to less liability for the company
and fewer accidents for the drivers, according to Brunswick.
“It’s safe to say this policy saves lives,” he said.
The state has stepped in to help settle the legal
morass, leaving the small claims case in limbo.
“The court is waiting for the consumer protection
board and attorney general to make their ruling,”
which could come within weeks, Turner said.
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THE ‘RECONQUISTA’—MEXICO’S DREAM
OF ‘RETAKING’ THE SOUTHWEST
By John Tiffany,
The Barnes Review (March/April 2001),
http://www.barnesreview.org
Some Mexicans and Mexican-Americans want to see
California, New Mexico and other parts of the United
States given to Mexico. They call it the “reconquista”,
Spanish for “reconquest”, and they view the millions of
Mexican illegal aliens entering this country as their army of
invaders to achieve that takeover. To an extent, they also
have actual armed soldiers of the Mexican army, along with
mercenaries from North Korea, Russia and other
communist or former communist lands, and have already
fired upon American Border Patrol officers and terrorized
American ranchers. Shockingly, certain politicians in
America are willing to sell out to the Mexicans. Here we
consider the background to this disturbing development.
Mexico, of course, was once a Spanish colony, the
Aztecs and numerous other tribes in that region having been
conquered by the Spaniards—or, in many cases, having
willingly sworn allegiance to the Spanish king in order to free
themselves from Aztec tyranny. (However, it may be noted
that in the northern reaches—the so-called Interior Provinces—
of what was once called “Mexico,” the natives had never been
subdued by any outsiders, including the Aztecs.) When a
number of Mexicans, inspired by America’s example, revolted
against Spain, they set up an independent government
and assumed theoretical rulership of a vast area, including
what is now known as the Southwestern United States.
America subsequently obtained the Southwest in various
ways—mostly by conquest in the Mexican (or Mexican
American) War, partly by purchase (the Gadsden Purchase) and
partly by agreement (the annexation of Texas, at the time an
independent republic. It should also be mentioned that the bear
flag of the Republic of California was raised by American
settlers at Sonoma on June 14, 1846.) This prompts the
question as to how Spain and then Mexico came to
“own” what is now the American Southwest, which, of
course, was never under the control of the Aztec nation.
Mexico’s claim to the Southwest stems from Pope
Alexander VI’s 15th-Century Treaty of Tordesillas, which
established a demarcation line to define the spheres of Spanish
and Portuguese influence in the New World. The line ran due
north and south through a point 300 miles west of the Azores
and Cape Verde Islands. All newly discovered lands lying east
of this line supposedly belonged to Portugal, while all lands
discovered to the west belonged to Spain. The people—
Indians, Eskimos and Aleuts—living in these lands were not
consulted. This treaty was modified in 1506 by a new
demarcation line 1,110 miles west of the Azores. The new line
ran longitudinally through the eastern hump of South America,
and is the reason Brazilians speak Portuguese. This
treaty gave Spain the controversial legitimacy to rule
Mexico, and most of North and South America,
beginning with Hernándo Cortés’s rape of the Aztec nation
in 1521. Tordesillas allowed the Spanish and Portuguese
to loot and enslave indigenous populations, in return for
their promises to save the hemisphere’s natives “for God”.
It was not realized at the time that Portugal would get a
much smaller slice of the American pie than did Spain,
since the Americas were still largely unexplored. While
Spain wound up with a claim to the Aztec and Inca
empires, rich in gold and silver, Portugal got nothing more
than some tropical rain forest with scattered primitive tribes.
Britain and various other countries, including Catholic
France, were not happy about the pope’s decision to

divide the New World between Spain and Portugal and
did not consider the treaty to have any legal value
whatsoever. Even Portugal seems to have been
dissatisfied, since it proceeded to carve out a much
larger Brazil than the eastern Brazil it would have been
entitled to under the treaty. Since the United States
inherited its claim to the western lands from Britain, the
Treaty of Tordesillas is logically a nullity as far as the
U.S. government is (or should be) concerned. It should
perhaps be noted that U.S. claims to the West really go
as far back as colonial days, since many of the British
colonial charters purported to grant to the colonies lands
in America stretching all the way to the Pacific Ocean.
In 1767, Russia had already taken over Alaska and
was looking at lands to the south of it. King Carlos III
of Spain became concerned about Russian intentions
regarding California and decreed a program to build a
series of forts or missions throughout California to ensure
Spanish control of that land. The Spanish government
forced the aboriginal American (so-called “Indian”)
populations to build a series of 21 forts/missions for
settler protection and agriculture. These missions were
built between 1769 and 1823. Because of a series of
revolutions that swept the Spanish empire in 1810, cashstarved Spain stopped salary payments to its civil
servants throughout the Americas, and these colonists
were left to their own devices. It is noteworthy that in
1810, there were less than 1,000 Spaniards throughout
the entire American Southwest, some 500,000 square
miles of wilderness, controlled only by the native Indians.1
At one point the civilized Indian tribes of New
Mexico, known as “Pueblo” Indians, who had been
conquered by the Spanish, revolted and succeeded in
driving the Spanish out of their lands. The Spanish
government, however, mounted a “reconquista” to again
subject this territory to their control, the first reconquista
in American history. (An earlier reconquista found in
the history books refers to the taking back of Spain
itself from the Moors by the Christians but, of course,
that has little to do with our subject matter here.)
It took a combination of Criollos (ethnic Spaniards born
in the New World), Indians associated with them and Mestizos
(racially mixed people) to defeat Imperial Spain; but by 1821,
after 38 years of struggle, they triumphed, and modern Mexico
was born. However, the defeat of Spain changed little in what
would someday be the Southwest United States. The vast
wilderness, which was then northern Mexico, continued to be
virtually ignored by a slumbering and distracted Mexican central
government. From the time of Spain’s defeat by Mexico in
1821, through 1848, the year the Mexican-American War ended,
Mexico endured 50 military plots, 22 governments, five
constitutional conventions, three constitutions and 10 of the 11
different terms of leadership under that megalomaniacal president
and military leader (he was never actually a general), Antonio
López de Santa Anna Pérez de Lebrón, of Alamo notoriety.
Beginning with Texas in 1845, which became a sovereign
country in 1836, and California, Nevada, Utah and parts of
New Mexico, Arizona, Colorado and Wyoming (all of which
Mexico ceded to the United States in 1848), American settlers
outnumbered Mexicans by at least five to one in all eight states
except in Texas, where Americans outnumbered Mexicans 10
to one. One thing these settlers wanted was stable,
representative government, something Mexico had been unable
to provide. They also wanted to have a government that
spoke their own language and shared their culture. And so had
begun the inevitable movement for independence from Mexico
among American settlers. This led to the Battle of the Alamo
and the Texan War for Independence, resulting in a sovereign
nation of Texas. After nine years of this, Texas, by
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mutual consent, was annexed to the United States.
There can be little doubt that President Polk engineered
the 1846-1848 war with Mexico in order to bring California
and the other Southwestern states into the union. War was
declared on May 13, 1846, based on the problems along the
disputed Texas-Mexico border. Still, there is little question
but that Mexico would have been unable to indefinitely hold
on to her pre-1846 American territories even had the
Mexican-U.S. War not taken place. Sooner or later, all
seven of the other states would have followed Texas’ lead
(as California was doing) and brought about similar results.
The Mexican War receives little attention in America’s
classrooms, although its effects were far-reaching. David
Saville Muzzey’s popular 1911 text American History
explained the war to schoolchildren of the early 20th
Century, told why the United States seized California in
1846 and how the U.S. government ended the TexasMexico border dispute. The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo,
which officially ended the war, was signed in February
1848. (“Guadalupe Hidalgo” is the former name of a town
in Mexico, 2 ½ miles north of Mexico City. It was to this
town that the government of Mexico had fled as American
troops took the capital city. Guadalupe Hidalgo was named
partly for Our Lady of Guadalupe and partly for Miguel Hidalgo
y Costilla, the well-known Mexican priest and revolutionary.)
According to Muzzey, the annexation of Texas was a
perfectly fair transaction. For nine years, since the victory
of San Jacinto in 1836, Texas had been an independent
republic, whose military reconquest Mexico had not the
slightest chance of effecting. In fact, at the very moment
of annexation, the Mexican government, at the suggestion
of England, had agreed to recognize the independence of
Texas, on condition that the republic should not join itself
to the United States. The United States was not taking
Mexican territory, then, in annexing Texas.
The new state had come into the union claiming the
Rio Grande as her southern and western boundary. By the
terms of annexation, all boundary disputes with Mexico
were referred by Texas to the government of the United
States. President Polk sent John Slidell of Louisiana to
Mexico in the autumn of 1845 to adjust any differences
over the Texan claims. But though Slidell labored for
months to get a hearing, two successive presidents of
revolution-torn Mexico refused to recognize him, and he
was dismissed from the country in August 1846.
The massing of Mexican troops on the southern bank
of the Rio Grande, coupled with the refusal of the Mexican
government to receive Slidell, led President Polk to order
Gen. Zachary Taylor to move to the borders. Taylor
marched to the Rio Grande and fortified a position on the
northern bank. The Mexican and the American troops
were thus facing each other across the river. When Taylor
refused to retreat to the Nueces, the Mexican commander
crossed the Rio Grande and ambushed a scouting force of
Americans (April 1846). When the news of the attack
reached Washington early in May, Polk sent a special
message to Congress, concluding with these words:
“We have tried every effort at reconciliation…. But
now, after reiterated menaces, Mexico has passed the
boundary of the United States [the Rio Grande], has
invaded our territory and shed American blood upon
American soil. She has proclaimed that hostilities have
commenced and that the two nations are at war. As war
exists, and, notwithstanding all our efforts to avoid it, exists by
the act of Mexico herself, we are called upon by every
consideration of duty and patriotism to vindicate with decision
the honor, the rights and the interests of our country.”
The House and Senate, by very large majorities (174 to 14,
and 40 to two), voted 50,000 men and $10 million for the
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prosecution of the war. Meanwhile, Gen. Taylor had driven
the Mexicans back to the south bank of the Rio Grande in the
battles of Palo Alto and Resaca de la Palma. Six days after the
vote of Congress sanctioning the war, he crossed the Rio
Grande and occupied the Mexican frontier town of Matamoros,
whence he proceeded during the summer and autumn of 1846
to capture the capitals of three Mexican provinces.
As soon as hostilities began, Commodore John
Drake Sloat, in command of the U.S. squadron in the
Pacific, was ordered to seize California, and Gen.
Stephen Watts Kearny was sent to invade New Mexico.
The occupation of California was practically undisputed.
Mexico had only the faintest shadow of authority in the
province, and the 6,000 White inhabitants made no
objection to seeing the flag of the United States raised
over their forts. Kearny started with 1,800 men from
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, in June, and on August 18
defeated the force of 4,000 Mexicans and Indians which
disputed his occupation of Santa Fé. After garrisoning
this important post he detached Col. Doliphan with 850
men to march through the northern provinces of Mexico
and effect a juncture with Gen. Taylor at Monterey,
while he himself with only 100 men continued his long
journey of 1,500 miles to San Diego, California,
where he joined Sloat’s successor, Stockton.
After these decided victories and uninterrupted
marches of Taylor, Kearny, Sloat, Stockton and
Doniphan, the Mexican government was offered a fair
chance to treat for peace, which it refused. Then
President Polk decided, with the unanimous consent of
his cabinet, to strike at the heart of Mexico. Gen. Winfield
Scott, a hero of the War of 1812, was put in command
of an army of about 12,000 men, to land at Vera Cruz
and fight his way up the mountains to the capital city of
Mexico. Santa Anna, who, by the rapid shift of
revolutions, was again dictator in Mexico, heard of this
plan to attack the capital and hastened north with 20,000
troops to surprise and destroy Taylor’s army before Scott
should have time to take Vera Cruz. But Taylor, with an
army one-fourth the size of Santa Anna’s, drove the
Mexicans back in the hotly contested Battle of Buena
Vista (Feb. 23, 1847), securing the Californian and
New Mexican conquests. Santa Anna hastened
southward to the defense of Mexico City.
Scott took Vera Cruz in March and worked his way slowly
but surely, against forces always superior to his own, up to the
very gates of Mexico City by August 1847. Here he paused,
by the president’s orders, to allow the Mexicans another chance
to accept the terms of peace the United States offered: the
cession by Mexico of New Mexico and California in return for
a large payment of money. The Mexican commissioners,
however, insisted on having both banks of the Rio Grande and
all of California up to the neighborhood of San Francisco,
besides receiving damages for injuries inflicted by the American
troops in their invasions. These claims were preposterous,
coming from a conquered country, and there was nothing
left for Scott to do but to resume military operations.
Santa Anna defended the capital with a force of 30,000
men, but the Mexicans proved no match for the American
soldiers. Scott stormed the fortified hill of Chapultepec and
advanced to the gates of the city. On September 13 his
troops entered the Mexican capital and raised the Stars
and Stripes over “the palace of the Montezumas”.
From the beginning of the war Polk had been negotiating
for peace. He had kept Slidell in Mexico long after the opening
of hostilities and had sent Nicholas Trist as special peace
commissioner to join Scott’s army at Vera Cruz and to offer
Mexico terms of peace at the earliest possible moment. He had
allowed Santa Anna to return to Mexico from his exile in Cuba

in the summer of 1846, because the wily and treacherous
dictator held out false promises of effecting a reconciliation
between Mexico and the United States. He had asked Congress
for an appropriation of $2 million for peace negotiations when
Gen. Taylor was still near the Rio Grande, 10 days before Gen.
Kearny had taken Santa Fé and the province of New Mexico,
and before Gen. Scott’s campaign had been thought of.
When the Mexican commissioners made advances
for peace at the beginning of the year 1848, they were
given terms almost as liberal as those offered them before
Scott had stormed and occupied their capital. By the
treaty concluded at Guadalupe Hidalgo, Mexico was
required to cede its claim to California and New Mexico,
as well as lands in between them and to the north, to the
United States and to recognize the Rio Grande as the
southern and western boundary of Texas. In return, the
United States paid Mexico a gratuitous $15 million cash
and assumed some $3,250,000 more in claims of
American citizens on the Mexican government. Mexico
was in debt to the Rothschild bankers at this time,
and apparently most of the cash went to them.
Considering the facts that California was scarcely under
Mexican control at all and might have been taken at any
moment by Great Britain, France or Russia; that New
Mexico was still the almost undisturbed home of Indian
tribes; that the land from the Nueces to the Rio Grande
was almost a desert; that the American troops were
in possession of the Mexican capital; and that the
United States did not have to give a dollar to Mexico,
the terms offered Mexico were extremely generous.
The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo was ratified by the
U.S. Senate on March 10, 1848. The last U.S. soldier had
departed from Mexico by July 31. Polk was urged by many
to annex the whole country of Mexico to the United States,
but he wisely refused to consider such a proposal.
Mexicans were subsequently to note with pleasure that bad
luck had followed upon imperialism, since the acquisitions of
Guadalupe Hidalgo, by upsetting the balance between the “slave”
states and the “free” states, precipitated, 13 years later, the
American War Between the States or “Civil War”.
Mexico had ceded Texas, California and the vast expanse
of territory in between them, amounting to more than half the
land area of the republic, adding half a million square miles of
territory to the United States. Mexico’s then-president, Manuel
de la Peña y Peña, expressed, with the treaty, this hope:
“I desire nothing more ardently than that our
treaty may prove the immutable basis of that
constant harmony and good understanding that
should prevail sincerely between two republics.”
But the United States was not quite done
acquiring land from Mexico. The Gadsden
Purchase, one of the most curious real estate deals
in which Uncle Sam has ever taken part, remained.
James Gadsden (1788-1858), whose name the
purchase bears, was a grandson of Christopher Gadsden
(1724-1805), a South Carolina Revolutionary soldier and
statesman. James Gadsden soldiered for several years
under Gen. Andrew Jackson, and it was he who seized the
papers that led to the trial and execution of two British subjects
in Spanish Florida in 1818, an incident that strained BritishAmerican diplomatic relations almost to the breaking point.
Gadsden was appointed by President Monroe as the
commissioner in charge of placing the Seminole Indians on
reservations. While living as a painter in Florida, he championed
nullification and lost the patronage of President Jackson.
He had long been interested in promoting railroads and
upon his return to South Carolina in 1839 was chosen
president of the South Carolina Railroad Company. His pet
dream was to knit all railroads in Dixie into one system and
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then to connect it with a southern transcontinental
railroad to the Pacific, to make the West commercially
dependent on the southeast instead of the northeast.
After engineers advised Gadsden that the most direct and
practicable route for the southern transcontinental railroad would
be partially south of the U.S. boundary, he made plans to have
the federal government acquire title to the necessary territory
from Mexico. Through his friend and fellow empire dreamer,
Secretary of War Jefferson Davis (later to be president of the
Confederacy), Gadsden was appointed U.S. minister to Mexico
by President Franklin Pierce with instructions to buy from
Mexico enough territory to complete a railroad to California.
The territory desired by Gadsden and his group was then
a sort of no-man’s-land, experiencing frequent Indian raids.
The United States wanted to make certain boundary
adjustments; Mexico needed money and wanted a settlement
of her Indian claims against the United States; and
Gadsden and his friends wanted a route for their railroad.
In 1852 Gadsden agreed to pay Mexico $10 million for a
strip of territory south of the Gila River, incorporating the
Mesilla Valley and lying in what is now southwestern New
Mexico and southern Arizona. (It is not known how the
money was divided among the Mexican politicians.) The
agreement was not ratified by the U.S. Senate until 1854.2
In return, the claims of Mexico for damages caused by
marauding Indians from north of the border, amounting to
several million dollars, were abrogated. The Gadsden Purchase
territory was an area of 45,535 square miles, almost as
large as Pennsylvania. Naturally, the “reconquistadors”
want to gain, for free, title to the Gadsden Purchase
along with the lands conquered from Mexico, as well as
the territory of Texas.—THE BARNES REVIEW.
Call 877-773-9077 toll free to subscribe/order.
FOOTNOTES
1. U.S. census of 1850.
2. Some sources (such as the Funk & Wagnalls
Encyclopedia) claim that Santa Anna played a major role in the
negotiations for the Gadsden Purchase. One source even went
so far as to assert that the purchase being highly unpopular in
Mexico, Santa Anna’s role caused him to lose even more of
his then-dwindling popularity and finally to be forced from
office and into exile again. However, this appears to be
impossible. Santa Anna, who was kicked out of Mexico
several times, went into exile in 1848 after losing the Mexican
War. Not until 1853 was he recalled again, and named
“president for life”, with the title of “Serene Highness”,
according to the 1911 Encyclopaedia Britannica. Thus,
since the purchase came about in 1852, it seems unlikely
Santa Anna could have been one of the negotiators.
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